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Abstract
The formation of the first luminous sources in the Universe, such as the first generation of stars and accreting black holes, led
to the ionization of hydrogen gas present in the intergalactic medium (IGM). This period in which the Universe transitioned
from a cold and neutral state to a predominantly hot and ionized state is known as the Epoch of Reionization (EoR).
The EoR is one of the least understood epochs in the Universe's evolution mostly due to the lack of direct observations.
We can probe the reionization process with the  21-cm signal, produced by the spin-flip transition in neutral hydrogen.
However, current radio telescopes have not been able to detect this faint signal. The low-frequency component of the
Square Kilometre Array (SKA-Low), will be sensitive enough not only to detect the 21-cm signal produced during EoR
but also to produce images of its distribution on the sky. A sequence of such 21-cm images from different redshifts will
constitute a three-dimensional, tomographic, data set. Before the SKA comes online, it is prudent to develop methods to
analyse these tomographic images in a statistical sense. In this thesis, we study the prospect of understanding the EoR
using such tomographic analysis methods. In Paper I, II and V, we use simulated 21-cm data sets to investigate methods
to extract and interpret information from those images.  We implement a new image segmentation technique, known as
superpixels, to identify ionized regions in the images and find that it performs better than previously proposed methods.
Once we have identified the ionized regions (also known as bubbles), we can determine the bubble size distribution (BSD)
using various size finding algorithms and use the BSDs as a summary statistics of the 21-cm signal during reionization.
We also investigate the impact of different line of sight effects, such as light-cone effect and redshift space distortions
on the measured BSDs. During the late stages of reionization, the BSDs become less informative since most of the IGM
has become ionized. We therefore propose to study the neutral regions (also known as islands) during these late times.
In Paper V, we find that most neutral islands will be relatively easy to detect with SKA-Low as they remain quite large
until the end of reionization and their size distribution depends on the properties of the sources of reionization. Previous
studies have shown that the 21-cm signal is highly non-Gaussian. Therefore the power spectrum cannot characterize the
signal completely. In Paper III and IV, we use the bispectrum, a higher-order statistics related to the three-point correlation
function, to characterize the signal. In Paper III, we probe the non-Gaussianity in the 21-cm signal caused by temperature
fluctuations due to the presence of X-Ray sources. We find that the evolution of the normalized bispectrum is different
from that of the power spectrum, which is useful for breaking the degeneracy between models which use different types
of X-Ray sources. We also show that the 21-cm bispectrum can be constructed from observations with SKA-Low. Paper
IV presents a fast and simple method to study the so-called squeezed limit version of the bispectrum, which describes how
the small-scale fluctuations respond to the large-scale environment. We show that this quantity evolves during reionization
and differs between different reionization scenarios.
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Abstract

The formation of the first luminous sources in the Universe, such as the first
generation of stars and accreting black holes, led to the ionization of hydro-
gen gas present in the intergalactic medium (IGM). This period in which the
Universe transitioned from a cold and neutral state to a predominantly hot and
ionized state is known as the Epoch of Reionization (EoR). The EoR is one of
the least understood epochs in the Universe’s evolution mostly due to the lack
of direct observations. We can probe the reionization process with the 21-cm
signal, produced by the spin-flip transition in neutral hydrogen. However, cur-
rent radio telescopes have not been able to detect this faint signal. The low
frequency component of the Square Kilometre Array (SKA-Low), will be sen-
sitive enough not only to detect the 21-cm signal produced during EoR but also
to produce images of its distribution on the sky. A sequence of such 21-cm im-
ages from different redshifts will constitute a three-dimensional, tomographic,
data set. Before the SKA comes online, it is prudent to develop methods to
analyse these tomographic images in a statistical sense. In this thesis, we study
the prospect of understanding the EoR using such tomographic analysis meth-
ods. In Paper I, II and V, we use simulated 21-cm data sets to investigate
methods to extract and interpret information from those images. We imple-
ment a new image segmentation technique, known as superpixels, to identify
ionized regions in the images and find that it performs better than previously
proposed methods. Once we have identified the ionized regions (also known as
bubbles), we can determine the bubble size distribution (BSD) using various
size finding algorithms and use the BSDs as a summary statistics of the 21-
cm signal during reionization. We also investigate the impact of different line
of sight effects, such as light-cone effect and redshift space distortions on the
measured BSDs. During the late stages of reionization, the BSDs become less
informative since most of the IGM has become ionized. We therefore propose
to study the neutral regions (also known as islands) during these late times. In
Paper V, we find that most neutral islands will be relatively easy to detect with
SKA-Low as they remain quite large until the end of reionization and their size
distribution depends on the properties of the sources of reionization. Previous
studies have shown that the 21-cm signal is highly non-Gaussian. Therefore
the power spectrum cannot characterize the signal completely. In Paper III
and IV, we use the bispectrum, a higher-order statistics related to the three



point correlation function, to characterize the signal. In Paper III, we probe the
non-Gaussianity in the 21-cm signal caused by temperature fluctuations due to
the presence of X-Ray sources. We find that the evolution of the normalized
bispectrum is different from that of the power spectrum, which is useful for
breaking the degeneracy between models which use different types of X-Ray
sources. We also show that the 21-cm bispectrum can be constructed from
observations with SKA-Low. Paper IV presents a fast and simple method to
study the so-called squeezed limit version of the bispectrum, which describes
how the small-scale fluctuations respond to the large-scale environment. We
show that this quantity evolves during reionization and differs between differ-
ent reionization scenarios.
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1. Introduction

God was always invented to explain mystery. God is
always invented to explain those things that you do not
understand. Now, when you finally discover how
something works...you don’t need him anymore.
But...you leave him to create the universe because we
haven’t figured that out yet.

Richard Feynman

Questions regarding the origin, the evolution and the ultimate fate of our Uni-
verse have intrigued mankind for ages. The field of research that hunts for
these answers is known as cosmology. In ancient times, the most popular be-
lief was that we live on a flat plane with heaven above and hell beneath it. In
all cultures, God played the special role of the Creator. Today, we have come
a long way from this type of religious cosmology to what is called modern
cosmology. Cosmology involves an interplay of theory and observations as we
cannot conduct experiments. We can only observe what has happened and try
to find a theoretical model that explains it. Recent developments in technol-
ogy have tremendously improved our observations of the Universe. This has
allowed us to develop better scientific theories and understanding.

By observing the evolution over its entire history, we can understand the
clockwork of the Universe. Figure 1.1 shows an artist’s impression of a me-
dieval cosmologist looking beyond the cosmic sphere containing stars, planets,
Moon and Sun to understand the inner workings of the Universe. In modern
cosmology, we use the finite speed of light to probe the past. Photons coming
from further distances will contain information from the Universe further back
in time. Therefore we can catalogue the evolution of the Universe over time.
Presently, the hot big bang model (HBBM) most successfully describes the
observations and predicts the origin and evolution of the Universe. Therefore
it is called the Standard Cosmological Model. HBBM hinges on the discovery
of expansion of the Universe, the nucleosynthesis of light elements and the
observation of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation.

The HBBM theorizes that the Universe began approximately 13.8 billion
years ago from a singularity. During the very first moments of the Universe,
the fundamental forces of nature were unified into one force. Since general
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Figure 1.1: The colourized version of Flammarion engraving which is a wood
engraving documented in Camille Flammarion’s 1888 book, L’atmosphère:
météorologie populaire. A traveller is peering through the cosmic sphere to see
the marvellous clockwork of the universe.

relativity and quantum mechanics have not been successfully combined, we
cannot actually describe the very first phases of the Universe as we lack a
proper theory of quantum gravity. We are therefore unable to predict anything
physical during the origin and evolution of the Universe until it reached an age
of 10−43 seconds (Planck time). This first age is known as the Planck era.
After this era, the gravitational force separated from the other fundamental
forces of nature and our current theories of gravitation and quantum mechanics
can describe it. See Kolb & Turner (1994) for further reading about the early
stages of the Universe.

It is believed that the Planck era is followed by a period of exponential
expansion. This period is known as the inflation era and lasted until ≈10−32

seconds after the Big Bang (Guth 1998). This expansion involved separation of
the strong force from unified electromagnetic and weak force. Afterwards, the
Universe continued to expand, but at a slower rate. In the subsequent epochs,
the remaining two forces separated and the elementary particles were formed.
The Big Bang Nucleosynthesis occurred between 10-1000 seconds approxi-
mately. Protons and neutrons joined together to form atomic nuclei of hydro-
gen and helium (8% by number) along with some traces of deuterium, helium-
3, and lithium-7. See Weinberg & Todd (2005) for detailed description of the
evolution of the Universe during this time.

After the formation of the primordial nuclei, the Universe was still far
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Figure 1.2: The graphical representation of the timeline of the Universe (Image
credit: NAOJ).

smaller and therefore denser than it is today. The Universe consisted of a
hot and dense plasma of protons, electrons and various nuclei. Photons re-
mained coupled to these ionized particles due to Thomson scattering. Dark
matter, however, was not coupled to the radiation field as it only interacts via
gravity. Therefore, dark matter perturbations began collapsing into halos once
they were smaller than the growing horizon size. Approximately 400 thousand
years after the Big Bang, the Universe cooled enough for the protons/nuclei
and electrons to combine and form neutral atoms. This is called the recombi-
nation epoch. The photons decoupled from matter and the Universe became
transparent. These photons can be detected today and are our earliest observa-
tion of the Universe, which is the CMB radiation and it images the Universe
during its early state.

The Universe was almost entirely neutral after recombination. The only
photons present were the CMB photons as luminous sources had not yet formed.
This period is known as the dark ages. The matter density was not uniform
throughout the Universe at this time as the gravitational collapse of dark mat-
ter to form structures had already begun. The imprint of this inhomogeneity is
seen in the CMB maps. After recombination, the baryons were able to fall into
the gravitational potential wells that were created by the dark matter concen-
trations. Unlike dark matter, baryons have pressure which limits the infall into
potential wells. The radius of the sphere containing the baryons that can col-
lapse is given by the Jeans length and the mass contained inside it is the Jeans
mass. In this process, gravitationally bound structures formed in the Universe.
See Peebles (1993) and Peacock (1999) for more details. This structure for-
mation led to the origin of the first luminous sources. We will give a brief
description of the formation of first sources in the next chapter.

The ultraviolet (UV) photons produced by the first luminous sources ion-
ized the hydrogen gas around them. With the formation of more sources of UV
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photons, more volumes of the surrounding neutral hydrogen were ionized. In
this process, the Universe was ionized again. The period from the formation
of the first sources of photons to almost complete ionization of the hydrogen
gas in the intergalactic medium (IGM) is known as the Epoch of Reionization
(EoR). We will say more about the EoR in the next chapter. Figure 1.2 is a
schematic plot of the evolution of the Universe from its birth. We live in a time
where the IGM is predominantly ionized. In the present times, there are many
structures, such as the planets, stars, galaxies and globular clusters and they are
involved in various interesting astrophysical processes, such as the supernovae
and galaxy mergers. It should be noted that there exist small regions of neu-
tral hydrogen inside galaxies. However, on cosmological scales, everything is
ionized.

1.1 Outline of the thesis

The EoR is the least understood period in the history of the Universe. Using
simulations to understand EoR and building statistical probes for future obser-
vations is the theme of this thesis. In the next chapter, the EoR is explained
in more detail. The 21-cm signal from neutral hydrogen forms a unique direct
observational probe of the EoR. Recently, the EDGES1 team claimed to detect
the signal produced during z≈ 17 (Bowman et al. 2018). In Chapter 3, we ex-
plain this signal and how it can be observed. The present generation telescopes
aim for statistical detection of the 21-cm signal from EoR. The next generation
radio telescopes, including the Square Kilometre Array (SKA; Dewdney et al.
2009), will be capable of imaging the EoR using the 21-cm signal. In prepa-
ration for the data produced by SKA, it is prudent to develop tools to analyse
and interpret this highly complex signal. In Chapter 4, we discuss the state-of-
art methods developed in the field of computer vision to extract information
from images. We will focus on how these methods can be used for the 21-cm
images. In order to draw physical inferences from the future observations, we
need to construct statistical measures to connect them to our simulations. In
Chapter 5, we discuss various statistics measures constructed from observa-
tions of the 21-cm signal from the EoR and the information encoded in each
of them. In the final chapter, we describe a few sources of anisotropy in the
observable 21-cm signal.

1Experiment to Detect the Global EoR Signature – loco.lab.asu.edu/edges/
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2. Epoch of Reionization

For me, it is far better to grasp the Universe as it really is
than to persist in delusion, however satisfying and
reassuring.

Carl Sagan

In this chapter, we will primarily focus on the period when the hydrogen gas
in the Universe almost completely reionized, which is called the Epoch of
Reionization (EoR). This event started with the birth of first sources of ioniz-
ing photons and ended around a billion years after the Big Bang. We begin
describing the current observations, which informs us about the EoR and put
constraints on this process. After that we discuss the theoretical models and
simulations built to explain those observations.

2.1 Observational probes and constraints

We have not yet observed the EoR directly. However, indirect probes such
as the measurement of Thomson scattering optical depth from CMB polar-
ization (e.g. Holder et al. 2003; Hu 1995; Hu & White 1997; Komatsu et al.
2011; Zaldarriaga 1997), the spectra from the high redshift (z& 6) quasars (e.g.
Bañados et al. 2017; Fan et al. 2003, 2006a) and the decreasing abundance of
Lyman-α emitters (e.g., Dijkstra 2014) provide evidence for this event and put
constraints on its timing. The constraints that we have are fairly loose because
they are model dependent. Observations of the 21-cm signal will probe the
EoR directly. We will discuss this signal in detail in Chapter 3. In this section,
we describe the constraints put by the indirect observations.

2.1.1 Thomson scattering optical depth

While travelling to us, the CMB photons have to pass through the ionized IGM
during and after the EoR. The CMB photons get polarized due to Thomson
scattering off the free electrons (Holder et al. 2003). During this process, the
CMB photons acquire a fingerprint of the reionization, which we can see as
the CMB polarization power maps (e.g. Hu 2000).
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For a given Thomson scattering optical depth τ , a CMB photon travelling
towards us has a probability of 1− e−τ to get scattered by the electrons pro-
duced by reionization (Zaldarriaga 1997). If there are more electrons between
us and the CMB, then the value of τ increases. Using this correlation between
the electron density and the τ , we can infer information about the EoR. The
optical depth is defined as follows,

τ(z) =
∫ z(t)

0
cσT ne(t)dt , (2.1)

where c and σT are the speed of light and Thomson cross-section respectively.
Here, ne is the electron number density and equals xen, where xe and n are the
electron fraction and number density of the Universe respectively. The n con-
tinuously decreases due to expansion of the Universe. The xe increases during
the period of reionization and becomes approximately one after reionization is
complete.

The polarized power spectrum of the CMB is used to determine the optical
depth (e.g. Holder et al. 2003; Zaldarriaga 1997). However, τ is an integrated
value. Therefore, numerous different reionization histories are consistent with
a given value. The simplest model to assume for the reionization is the in-
stantaneous reionization, which postulates that complete reionization occurred
instantly at a certain redshift. Assuming an instantaneous reionization at a
redshift zion, Equation 2.1 can be solved as (e.g., Griffiths et al. 1999),

τ =
τ∗
Ω0

[(1−Ω0 +Ω0(1+ zion)
3)1/2−1] (2.2)

where

τ∗= H0ΩbσT

4πGmp
(1−Y/2) . (2.3)

Ω0 and Ωb are the density parameters for matter and baryons contained in the
universe respectively. H0, G, mp and Y are the Hubble constant, gravitational
constant, mass of proton and the primordial Helium fraction respectively. Fig-
ure 2.1 shows a diagram illustrating instantaneous reionization in comoving
coordinates. The CMB photons travel without any obstruction until they enter
the ionized universe.

The Planck 2015 results give the value of τ as 0.066±0.016 (Planck Col-
laboration et al. 2016a). This value of τ translates to zion = 8.8+1.7

−1.4 using the
instantaneous reionization model. However, we expect reionization to be an
extended process (e.g., Fan 2012). In that case, Equation 2.1 has to be in-
tegrated over the expected reionization history. The exact estimation of the
reionization history from CMB observations is therefore difficult. Planck Col-
laboration et al. (2018) consider models where reionization is extended, such
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Figure 2.1: A diagram showing the instantaneous reionization. The blue parts
represent the ionized universe. The green circle is the surface of last scattering
and the black spot in the centre is the observer. The universe gets ionized instantly
at z = zion (Image credit: S. K. Giri).

as the TANH (Lewis 2008), PCA (Hu & Holder 2003) and FlexKnot (Mil-
lea & Bouchet 2018) models, and constrain the mid-point of reionization at
zre = 7.7±0.7.

2.1.2 Kinetic Sunyaev–Zel’dovich effect

When CMB photons travel through a bulk of hot plasma, such as clusters
of galaxies, it gains energy through inverse Compton scattering. Therefore
the apparent brightness of the CMB radiation increases, which is known as
the Sunyaev–Zel’dovich effect (Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1970). See Birkinshaw
(1999) for an elaborate description of this effect. The bulk motion or peculiar
velocity of the scattering medium causes a second order effect known as the
kinetic Sunyaev–Zel’dovich (kSZ) effect (Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1980a). The
brightening induced in the temperature fluctuation is given as,

∆Trad

Trad
=−

∫
dτe−τ n̂.v

c
(2.4)

where Trad, τ , v and c are the CMB radiation, Thomson scattering optical depth,
peculiar velocity and the speed of light respectively. The vector n̂ is the unit
vector along the line of sight.

From Equation 2.1 and 2.4, we can infer that the the brightening of the
CMB temperature depends on the distribution of number of free electrons ne.
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When reionization is complete, the Universe is homogeneously ionized every-
where. The scattering of CMB photons off the free electrons with peculiar
velocities will contribute to the kSZ due to the density inhomogeneities. This
effect is referred to as Ostriker-Vishniac (OV) effect (e.g. Ma & Fry 2002;
Ostriker & Vishniac 1986).

However, reionization is a patchy process (e.g. Doré et al. 2007). The
scattering medium for kSZ will also be patchy, which are the growing ion-
ized bubbles around sources emitting ionizing photons (e.g. Iliev et al. 2007;
Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1980b). We can distinguish between the two scenarios
from the kSZ power spectra. Following Planck Collaboration et al. (2016b) we
decompose the kSZ power spectrum DkSZ

l as

DkSZ
l =Dh−kSZ

l +D
p−kSZ
l (2.5)

where Dh−kSZ
l and D

p−kSZ
l are the contribution from the homogeneous and

patchy universe respectively. The subscript l is called the multipole moment,
which corresponds to the reciprocal of the angular scale. The multipole mo-
ments come from a spherical harmonic decomposition of the CMB fluctuations
in angle on the sky.

The contribution to the DkSZ
l from EoR is calculated by simulating the

patchy reionization. Using upper limit data from the South Pole Telescope
(SPT) at l = 3000, Zahn et al. (2012) constrained the duration of reioniza-
tion ∆z ≡ z99%− z20% < 4 (95% confidence limit). The authors simulated the
patchy reionization using a semi-analytic method (Zahn et al. 2007), which
agrees with their fully numerical simulations (Zahn et al. 2011). We will give
a general description of reionization simulations in Section 2.2.3. The post
reionization kSZ power spectra is modelled using a scaling relation based on
studies by Shaw et al. (2012). However, Park et al. (2013) presented simu-
lation scenarios which have a longer reionization history while agreeing with
the SPT data. Therefore, the constraint on the duration of reionization with
kSZ observations is model dependent. More recently, Planck Collaboration
et al. (2016b) use methods similar to Zahn et al. (2012) and find ∆z < 2.8 from
Planck 2015 results including polarization measurements from the Atacama
Cosmology Telescope (ACT) and the SPT.

2.1.3 Lyman-α forest

The Lyman-α forest is a special feature seen in the spectra of distant galaxies
and quasars. It is a series of absorption lines in the continuum spectra caused
by the Lyman-α transition of the neutral hydrogen present between the source
and the observer. It was observed for the first time by Roger Lynds in 1970 in
the spectrum of quasar 4C 05.34 (Lynds 1971).
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Figure 2.2: The cartoon shows the formation of absorption lines in the spectrum
of the quasar. The white clouds represent the neutral hydrogen. The snapshot
of interaction of the photons with the neutral cloud along with its effect on the
spectrum is shown. The progress of the process is given in the reading order. The
rest frame spectra of the quasar is given in top-left panel. When spectra reaches
the first neutral hydrogen cloud (top-right), the first Lyman-α absorption feature
forms at λ = 1216 Å. When the spectra travels further and reaches the second
cloud (middle-left), the previous feature has redshifted to longer λ and again a
Lyman-α absorption occurs. In the process, Lyman-α absorption features keep
forming on the quasar spectra during its propagation (Image credit: Ned Wright).

As the light travels towards the observer, it gets redshifted due to the ex-
pansion of the universe. In this process, part of the spectra with wavelength
shorter than 1216 Å redshifts to 1216 Å, which is the rest frame wavelength
for the Lyman-α transition. Therefore, the absorption lines caused by a par-
ticular neutral hydrogen cloud is formed at different parts of the spectra de-
pending on the redshift of that cloud. These absorption lines are a probe for
the neutral hydrogen present in the Universe as they leave their imprint on the
spectra. Figure 2.2 shows a cartoon to explain the process of the formation of
the Lyman-α forest. See Hernquist et al. (1996), Rauch (1998) and Weinberg
et al. (2003) for more detail. The drawback of Lyman-α forest is its high sen-
sitivity to neutral hydrogen. Absorption lines can be formed by intergalactic
gas clouds with neutral fractions as low as 10−4.

In 1965, James E. Gunn and Bruce Peterson predicted that an absorption
trough will be formed in the blue end of the spectrum from the galaxy or quasar
present in a homogeneously filled neutral IGM (Gunn & Peterson 1965). If
the universe is neutral during the epoch of the emission of the spectrum, all
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Figure 2.3: The Gunn-Peterson trough seen in the spectra of 19 quasars from the
SDSS (Fan et al. 2006b; Loeb 2006; Zaroubi 2013). The image is adapted from
Fan et al. (2006b).

the photons with wavelengths less than 1216 Å will be absorbed, creating the
trough, known as the Gunn-Peterson trough. Becker et al. (2001) observed the
Gunn-Peterson trough in the spectrum of a quasar at z = 6.28 that was recorded
in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). This discovery was the first evidence
of the reionization of the universe.

Becker et al. (2001) predicted the reionization to have occurred at z∼6.
Later, many more high redshift quasars were discovered using the SDSS. They
also constrained the EoR close to z = 6 (Fan et al. 2003, 2006a). In Figure 2.3,
the spectra from 19 high redshift quasars observed by the SDSS are shown.
The details about the analysis of the spectra is given in Fan et al. (2003, 2006a).

2.1.4 High redshift galaxies

The properties of galaxies present during EoR (z & 6) can be used to constrain
some characteristics of reionization. The most common method of detecting
high redshift (z & 3) galaxies is the Lyman-break technique. The sky is ob-
served using different wavelength filters. As the wavelength of observation
decreases, some galaxies become invisible in the subsequent filter. This phe-
nomenon happens because the photons with energy larger than the Lyman limit
(λ = 912 Å) get absorbed by the neutral IGM surrounding the galaxies. The
wavelength of the filter where the galaxy becomes invisible is the redshifted
wavelength (λobs) corresponding to 912 Å. This technique is explained in more
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Figure 2.4: The estimation of the reionization history using the luminosity func-
tions from the high redshift galaxies. The figure is taken from Robertson et al.
(2015). They have compared their constrains with the previous one in Robertson
et al. (2013). The yellow region shows the history constrained by forcing it to
match the WMAP results. This results completes the reionization much before
what is predicted by other observations.

detail in Steidel et al. (1996).
For the galaxies during the EoR, the break happens at the rest frame wave-

length of 1216 Å. This is due to the Gunn-Peterson effect that was discussed
above. The Lyman break technique is not 100% reliable. Whether or not a
galaxy is truly at high redshift can only be established through spectroscopy.
Typically the Lyman break technique produces candidates which are then con-
firmed or rejected based on their spectra.

Many high-redshift galaxies have been observed using the Hubble space
telescope (HST) along with a few other telescopes in observation programs
such as Cluster Lensing And Supernova survey with Hubble1 (CLASH; Post-
man et al. 2012) and Frontier Fields Survey2 (Lotz et al. 2016). The future
James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) will observe at infrared wavelengths.
Therefore, it will be able to probe even higher redshifts.

The star forming galaxies were the most likely source of ionizing photons
during reionization (e.g. Robertson et al. 2013, 2015). Therefore, the duration
of the EoR can be constrained using history of the star formation rates (SFRs)

1https://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/clash/
2https://frontierfields.org/
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of early galaxies (Madau & Dickinson 2014). The rate of production of the
ionizing photons (ṅ) can be written as follows

ṅ = fescξionρSFR , (2.6)

where the fesc, ξion and ρSFR are the fraction of ionizing photons escaping
into the IGM, number of photons produced per unit time per unit SFR and
the cosmic SFR density respectively. The UV luminosity functions (LFs) of
the observed galaxies are used to estimate the ρSFR (e.g. Bouwens et al. 2012;
Robertson et al. 2015). There are efforts to constrain the fesc to improve the
estimated EoR history (e.g. Mitra et al. 2012). This method predicts an uncer-
tain reionization history as it depends on values of parameters (e.g. fesc) and
assumptions (e.g. clumpiness of IGM) that are not well constrained.

Figure 2.4 is a plot taken from Robertson et al. (2015). The white line
shows the reionization history that they constrain along with the 68% credibil-
ity interval in the red region. Robertson et al. (2015) considered a fixed value
for the fesc and ζ . They have compared their model to previous constraints
on reionization history from Robertson et al. (2013). The plot also shows the
constraints on the neutral fraction of the universe at different redshifts from
different observations.

2.2 Theoretical Understanding

The theoretical modelling of the early universe is very useful for understand-
ing observations from the EoR. There are numerous physical processes taking
place during the EoR. We have to understand each one of them in order to
know their implications on reionization and its observables. This knowledge
is useful when we try to interpret the observations (e.g., 21-cm signal, quasar
spectra, etc) and extract information about the EoR.

Another interesting question is what sources drove the reionization pro-
cess. A reionization driven by star forming galaxies is generally considered the
most plausible model (e.g. Robertson et al. 2010, 2015). However, there are
studies which suggests contributions from other sources. Recently, Kulkarni
et al. (2017) have shown the nature of the 21-cm signal when the reionization
is dominated by Active Galactic Nuclei (AGNs). In the past, numerous options
for the sources were suggested, such as supernovae explosions (e.g., Pan et al.
2012; Tegmark et al. 1993), dark matter annihilation (Mapelli et al. 2006),
mini-Quasars (e.g., Dijkstra 2006), accretion shocks from the collapsing gas
(Wyithe et al. 2011), etc.

In this section, we first discuss the basics of the formation of first structures
and luminous sources, followed by a description of reionization. We conclude
with an overview of different simulation techniques for reionization.
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2.2.1 Structure formation and first stars

The cosmological principle requires the Universe to be homogeneous and isotropic
on large enough scales (e.g. Andrew 2003). In 1965, Penzias and Wilson ob-
served that the CMB had the same flux in all directions (Penzias & Wilson
1965). The only feature that they could identify was the galactic plane. The
sensitivity of their antennae only allowed them to observe the CMB at large
scales and their observations agreed with the cosmological principle. With the
onset of the space borne telescopes, such as COBE1(Cosmic Background Ex-
plorer), WMAP2 (Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe) and Planck3, the
small scale features could be resolved. These features contain the imprint of
the seed density fluctuations that grew to form structures. These observations
also prove that the Universe is homogeneous and isotropic only at very large
scales.

The Standard Cosmological model is parameterised with the density pa-
rameter Ωi, which is the fraction of the total energy density present in i form.
Almost all the matter of the Universe is postulated to have a special form
known as dark matter, which only interacts with gravitational force. The ve-
locity of the dark matter particles is very slow compared to the speed of light
and it is therefore called cold dark matter. The discovery of the accelerated
expansion of the Universe (e.g. Riess et al. 1998) implied the presence of dark
energy, which is parameterised by a quantity called the cosmological constant
Λ. The Standard Cosmological model is also therefore known as the Λ-cold
dark matter (ΛCDM) model. The dynamics of a homogeneous and isotropic
universe can be described with the Friedmann equation, given as (e.g. Ryden
2016)

H2 ≡
(

ȧ
a

)2

= H2
0 (Ωγ,0a−4 +Ωm,0a−3 +ΩΛ) , (2.7)

where Ωγ,0, Ωm,0 and ΩΛ,0 are the density parameters for radiation, matter and
Λ at the present time. The a (≡ 1

1+z ) is the scale factor and ȧ(≡ da
dt ) is its time

derivative. The above equation also defines the Hubble parameter H and H0 is
the value of H at the present time. Equation 2.7 considers the Universe to be
flat.

Due to the expansion of the Universe, the average density of radiation and
matter drop with time. However, the fluctuations seen in the CMB maps mean
that some regions are more dense than others. The regions with relatively
higher density gravitationally attract more matter from their surrounding to
form clumps of matter in the expanding universe. In this process, the initial

1http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/product/cobe/
2http://map.gsfc.nasa.gov/
3http://www.esa.int/planck
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fluctuations seen in the CMB map amplify and over time form bound structures
in the Universe.

The initial conditions for structure formation can be derived from the CMB
power spectrum. The growth of matter density fluctuations is better character-
ized by a dimensionless quantity called the overdensity, which is defined as,

δ (x, t) =
ρ(x,z)− ρ̄(t)

ρ̄(t)
, (2.8)

where the ρ is the density at each location x and ρ̄ is the mean density of the
Universe at the cosmic time t. Initially when |δ | � 1, the growth of fluctu-
ations is linear. The Universe can be visualised as a fluid where clumps are
forming. The evolution of the δ is derived by linearising the continuity equa-
tion and the Euler equation of hydrodynamics along with the Poisson’s equa-
tion for gravity. The residual equation is given as (e.g., Padmanabhan 1993;
Peebles 1980),

∂ 2δ

∂ t2 +2H(t)
∂δ

∂ t
= 4πGρ̄δ , (2.9)

where H and G are the Hubble parameter and gravitational constant respec-
tively. The solution to the equations gives a dominant growing mode that is
proportional to the growth factor D(z). D(z) is given as follows (e.g., Peebles
1980),

D(z) ∝
(Ωm +ΩΛa3)1/2

a3/2

∫ a3/2da
(Ωm +ΩΛa3)3/2 (2.10)

where Ωm and ΩΛ are the density parameters corresponding to matter and the
cosmological constant. The contribution from radiation Ωγ can be ignored
for z� 104, when the density of radiation is much lower compared to other
components (e.g. Ryden 2016). The growth factor is normalised to the present
time (D(z = 0) = 1).

With time the growth becomes non-linear (reaches |δ | ≈ 1) and structures
start to form. The ΛCDM model predicts that structure formation is bottom-up
(or hierarchical), which means that smaller structures form first and merge to
produces larger ones. This is because the density fluctuations at small-scales
grow faster. The top-hat collapse model gives an apt first-order picture of the
structure formation. Consider a halo of mass M with uniform overdensity of
δi in a spherical region of radius R. The collapse of this mass is given by the
Newton’s equation with a correction for the cosmological expansion (Barkana
& Loeb 2001),

d2r
dt2 = H2

0 ΩΛr− GM
r2 . (2.11)

Solving the above equation in the linear regime, we find that a top-hat halo
collapses to a point at a redshift z when the overdensity is more than the critical
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Figure 2.5: The Cooling diagram showing the loci of tcool = tff in the n-T plane.
The diagram is taken from Mo et al. (2010). There are two curves representing
Z = 0,Z�. The slanted dashed lines correspond to the masses of the collapsing
gas and the horizontal dotted lines give the redshift.

overdensity δcrit, which is given as (Barkana & Loeb 2001; Peebles 1980),

δcrit(z) =
1.686
D(z)

. (2.12)

Until now, we have considered the collapse of dark matter to form struc-
tures. However, the luminous sources are formed from baryons. The baryonic
gas fall into the gravitational potential well created by structures formed by
dark matter. As the baryons fall in, the thermal pressure increases. This pres-
sure prevents the baryons from falling deeper into the graviational potential.
Without further collapse, the baryons attain the virial temperature. The fate of
the baryonic gas is determined by its ability to lose thermal energy. The effect
of thermodynamic cooling on the gravitational collapse is quantified by using
the following time-scales,

tcool =
3kT

2nΛ(T )
(Cooling time) (2.13)

tff =
(

3π

32Gρ

)1/2

(Free-fall time) (2.14)

where T , n, Λ and ρ are temperature, number density, cooling function and
density of the collapsing gas respectively. The symbols k and G are the Boltz-
mann and Gravitational constants. For the formation of structures such as stars,
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the baryonic gas has to cool faster than the free-fall time (tcool < tff). Therefore,
a good cooling mechanism can help in forming baryonic structures.

Metals help in the cooling process of the gas cloud as they have many
atomic states. By transitioning back and forth from these states, the metals can
remove internal energy from the gas cloud through emission lines that lead to
cooling (e.g. Bromm & Loeb 2003; Bromm et al. 2001). In Figure 2.5, the loci
of tcool = tff for two metallicities (Z = 0,Z�) are plotted on the n−T plane. The
region of effective cooling is labelled, which is the region that has tcool < tff.
The dashed lines represents the collapsing masses and the dotted lines show
the redshifts. For example, a gas cloud of mass M = 1011M� at z = 5 with
Z = 0 will not collapse whereas it will if Z = Z� (solar metallicity). Therefore
the formation of baryonic structures of a certain mass is delayed if the gas is
metal poor.

The first stars will be metal deficient. The light elements have very few
transition states and therefore cannot provide effective cooling. Various al-
ternative cooling mechanisms have been proposed and debated (e.g., Benson
2010; Mo et al. 2010). The widely accepted mechanism is the cooling through
molecular hydrogen H2 for the formation of first stars (e.g., Abel et al. 2002;
Benson et al. 2006). Molecular hydrogen can form through gas-phase reactions
(see McDowell 1961). Molecular hydrogen is a better coolant than atomic hy-
drogen as molecular states have more energy levels. For more details about the
formation of first stars, see Abel et al. (2002), Bromm & Larson (2004) and
Ciardi & Ferrara (2005).

2.2.2 Simple picture of reionization

Once sources of photons start to form, they affect the surrounding IGM. The
ultraviolet (UV) photons with energy more than 13.6 eV (hydrogen ionization
energy) can ionize the hydrogen atoms surrounding the source. These photons
are called Extreme UV photons. Population III (first generation) stars, pop-
ulation II (second generation) stars and quasars are the most obvious choices
for the source of these EUV photons. However, other possible sources can be
decaying or self-annihilating dark matter particles or decaying cosmic strings
(e.g. Mapelli et al. 2006; Olum & Vilenkin 2006).

In the simplistic picture of reionzation, HII (ionized hydrogen) regions
grow around the ionizing sources. The recombination processes try to de-
crease the HII density. However, the continuous supply of UV photons not
only keeps the regions ionized but also increases the size of the HII regions.
Over time more sources form and create their HII regions. These regions starts
to overlap and the Universe becomes a two phase medium of ionized and neu-
tral regions. Figure 2.6 visualizes this simplistic picture of reionization. The
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Figure 2.6: A visualization of a simple picture of reionization with time pro-
gressing from left to right. The position of the UV sources is represented with
star symbols. Reionization begins with few UV sources (left panel), which form
HII regions (red) around them. As time progresses, more sources form and cre-
ate HII regions around them (middle panel). The HII regions from previous times
grow in size and overlap with each other (right panel) giving a complicated topol-
ogy of HII regions during reionization (Image credit: S. K. Giri).

blue and red regions are HI and HII regions respectively and the EUV sources
are represented by stars. If we look at the map of a tracer of neutral hydro-
gen such as the 21-cm signal, we see ionized patches as holes (e.g. Doré et al.
2007; Pentericci et al. 2014). This topology is sometimes referred to as the
Swiss cheese topology (e.g., Loeb 2010). Reionization is complete when all
the neutral hydrogen has been (re)ionized.

The HII region around an isolated source reaches an equilibrium when
the rate of ionizing photons is equal to the total recombination rate inside the
region. Such an equilibrium HII region is known as a Strömgren sphere. At
cosmological scales, the HII regions around an ionizing source are much more
complex. The expansion of the Universe will not allow equilibrium Strömgren
sphere to form. Shapiro & Giroux (1987) showed that cosmological HII region
will keep growing. The ionization balance equation has to be solved in detail
including the proper cosmology to arrive at a better picture of the re-ionizing
universe. For example, see the test scenarios for single sources presented in
Mellema et al. (2006a). Therefore, reionzation simulations are useful and we
will discuss them in the next section.

2.2.3 Reionization simulations

The aim of reionization simulations is to find the distribution of ionized and
neutral hydrogen in the universe for a given photon source model. Such sim-
ulations typically have three steps. First, the distribution of matter in the uni-
verse is determined, which informs us about the distribution of hydrogen gas
that will be ionized. This is followed by identification of the ionizing sources
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and number of photons emitted by them. Finally, we simulate the process of
ionization of hydrogen in the IGM by the transport of ionizing photons from
the sources. In this section, we briefly discuss two different approaches used
to simulate reionization.

Fully-numerical approach

Fully-numerical simulations are computationally expensive as they try to solve
all the cosmological equations exactly. The matter distribution of the Universe
is determined using a gravitational N-body simulation, such as PMFAST (Merz
et al. 2005) or CUBEP3M (Harnois-Déraps et al. 2013). These codes do not
resolve the details of galaxy formation. However, they replicate the large scale
picture properly (e.g., Springel et al. 2006). A halo finder algorithm finds
the location and properties of halos that can collapse to form structures (e.g.,
Behroozi et al. 2012; Knollmann & Knebe 2009).

N-body simulations coupled with hydrodynamic calculations give a better
galaxy formation scenario because they consider the physics at smaller scales
and resolve the matter distribution better. Thus, they can provide source prop-
erties and distribution directly. A few of such codes are ENZO (O’shea et al.
2005), GADGET (Springel 2005; Springel et al. 2001) and RAMSES (Teyssier
2002). However, they are computationally expensive. While simulating the
large scale property during reionization, we do not need highly resolved sources.

Commonly, a simple ansatz is used to convert the mass of the galaxies
to the number of ionizing photons, which is as follows (e.g., Furlanetto et al.
2004),

Ṅion = ζ mgal (2.15)

where Nion, ζ and mgal are the number of ionizing photons, efficiency factor
and the mass of the galaxies respectively. The efficiency factor ζ = gγ

Ωb
mpΩm

,
where mp, Ωb and Ωm are the proton mass, baryon density parameter and mat-
ter density parameter respectively. The gγ is a proportionality constant that
is set by the source model used in the particular simulation. ζ can be both a
constant value or a mass-dependent variable. See Dixon et al. (2016) for some
of the values assumed for ζ depending on the source model.

The final step of the reionization simulation is to determine the ionization
field from the estimated ionizing photons. The emitted photons travel through
the IGM and ionize the neutral hydrogen. It should be noted that the neutral
hydrogen gets ionized only when the absorbed photon has energy greater than
13.6 eV. The radiative transfer (RT) equation is solved to estimate the propa-
gation of the photons. It is given as (e.g., Rybicki & Lightman 2008),

dIν

ds
=−αν Iν + jν , (2.16)
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Figure 2.7: Slices of the matter distribution (left) and ionization field (right)
simulated with CUBEP3M and C2-RAY codes respectively. The dense regions
in the matter distribution have filament structures. In the ionization field, the
HII regions are the represented with red colour. The topology of the HII regions
shown here is much more complicated compared to the one shown in Figure 2.6
(Image credit: S. K. Giri).

where Iν is the specific intensity of the wave travelling along the direction s.
The αν and jν are the constants that define the absorption and the emission of
the medium.

There exist various approaches to carry out the final step. The simula-
tions such as C2-RAY (Mellema et al. 2006a), CRASH (Maselli et al. 2003) and
LICORICE (Semelin et al. 2017) solve the RT equation in 3D. C2-RAY uses a
ray tracing method (e.g., Raga et al. 1999) where the RT equation is solved
along rays traced from the photon source to the sink. Simulations, such as
CRASH and LICORICE, use a Monte-Carlo approach where photon packets are
sent out from the sources in random direction and the RT equation is solved
along it. In yet another fully-numerical approach, photons are assumed to be
fluid-like and the techniques from hydrodynamic simulations are used to cal-
culate the transfer of radiation. Few examples of codes using this approach are
CROC (Gnedin 2014) and RAMSES-RT (Rosdahl et al. 2013).

Figure 2.7 shows slices of the matter distribution and the ionization field
simulated with the CUBEP3M and C2-RAY codes respectively. The ionizing
sources are found from the matter distribution by using a halo finder described
in Watson et al. (2013). The ionization field simulated with the C2-RAY code
has a much more complicated topology compared to the simple picture shown
in Figure 2.6. Therefore we need special data analysis tools to understand the
physics of reionization (see Chapter 5).
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Semi-numerical approach

Semi-numerical approaches rely on approximations to make the reionization
simulations faster. Both the determination of matter distribution and the cal-
culation of the ionization state of hydrogen can be computationally expensive.
Some reionization simulations, such as 21CMFAST (Mesinger et al. 2011) and
SIMFAST21 (Santos et al. 2010), approximate both these steps.

The initial matter distribution in the universe can be determined from linear
perturbation theory. When the linear growth of matter density enters the non-
linear stage, structures form (Section 2.2.1). There exist approaches based on
Zel’dovich approximation (White 2014; Zel’Dovich 1970) and second-order
Lagrangian perturbation theory (e.g., Bouchet et al. 1994; Jenkins 2010) that
approximate the growth of structures seen in N-body simulations quite well.
See Crocce et al. (2006) for a comparison.

The next step of the reionization simulation is to determine the source pop-
ulation. The number density of the dark matter halos at different mass bins is
determined using the halo mass function (e.g., Peacock 1999), for example
with the Press-Schechter formalism (Press & Schechter 1974). Recently many
fitting functions, such as Jenkins et al. (2001), Sheth et al. (2001) and Tinker
et al. (2010), provide more accurate matches to the halo mass functions found
from the N-body simulations (Watson et al. 2013).

For the final step of determining the ionization state of hydrogen distri-
bution, Furlanetto et al. (2004) developed an analytical formalism based on
excursion set theory (Bond et al. 1991). The model was extended to simulate
the ionization state of hydrogen in gridded data (e.g., Mesinger & Furlanetto
2007). Most of the semi-numerical simulations are based on this excursion
set formalism. However, the approach suffers from photon non-conservation
(e.g., Choudhury & Paranjape 2018). Even though these semi-numerical simu-
lations have some shortcomings, they match the fully-numerical ones at larger
scales (Majumdar et al. 2014; Zahn et al. 2011).

Another semi-numerical approach to determine the ionization field of the
hydrogen distribution solves the RT equation in 1D. The BEARS (Thomas et al.
2009) and GRIZZLY (Ghara et al. 2015a, 2018) simulation codes use this ap-
proach. HII regions created by each ionizing source are assumed to be spheri-
cally symmetric. The RT equation is solved along the radius of the HII regions
for all the sources. When the HII spheres are put around each source, the
spheres will overlap depending on the distance between any two sources and
the radii of their spheres. The overlapping spheres imply that photons from
multiple sources trying to ionize the same region. Therefore excess ionizing
photons will be left in the overlapping regions. Some approximate formalism
to redistribute the excess ionizing photons around the combined HII region.
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Simulations based on such 1D RT calculation matches the fully-numerical re-
sults even better than the simulation codes based on excursion set formalism
(Ghara et al. 2018).
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3. 21-cm Tomography

Philosophy is written in this grand book, the universe,
which stands continually open to our gaze. But the book
cannot be understood unless one first learns to
comprehend the language and read the letters in which it
is composed.

Galileo Galilei

The reionization process can be observed directly with the 21-cm signal pro-
duced during that time. The signal will be redshifted to the low frequency radio
band when it reaches us. This chapter discusses how this signal is produced
and how it can be detected with radio telescopes.

3.1 21-cm signal

The neutral hydrogen atom has two hyperfine levels of the 1s ground state,
which are known as the singlet and triplet states. The electron and the proton
have opposite spin states in the singlet state whereas they have the same spin
states in the triplet state. The triplet is a higher energy state than the singlet (e.g.
Griffiths & Schroeter 2018). Therefore the transition of a neutral hydrogen
atom from triplet to singlet produces a photon with a rest wavelength of 21
cm (frequency = 1420 MHz). The reverse transition can occur by absorption
of a 21-cm photon. A pictorial representation of the phenomenon is given in
Figure 3.1.

The excitation temperature of the 21-cm signal is called the spin tempera-
ture TS. This quantity is defined using the Boltzmann equation, which is given
as,

n1

n0
=

g1

g0
exp(−T?

Ts
) (3.1)

where the ni and gi are the number density of hydrogen atoms and the statistical
weight of ith spin state respectively. If 1 and 0 are the parallel and anti-parallel
spin states respectively, then the value of g1/g0 is 3. The T? = hc/kλ21 is
the temperature corresponding to the energy of the photons with wavelength
λ21 = 21 cm, where h, c and k are the Planck constant, speed of light and
Boltzmann constant respectively.
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Figure 3.1: A cartoon showing the spin-flip transition in the neutral hydrogen
atom. A transition from the higher energy spin state (triplet) to the lower one
(singlet) produces a photon with rest frame wavelength of 21 cm (Image credit:
S. K. Giri).

We can use the RT equation (Equation 2.16) to understand the transport
of the 21-cm signal from the EoR to us. This signal is seen in the emission
or absorption against the CMB radiation. Due to cosmic redshifting, the 21-
cm signal produced during high redshifts (z & 6) are observed in the low ra-
dio band. The observed frequencies ν lie on the lower side of the CMB’s
blackbody spectrum and therefore the Rayleigh-Jeans limit is a good approx-
imation for the energy distribution of the signal. In the Rayleigh-Jeans limit,
the Iν can be written in terms of a quantity known as the brightness tempera-
ture Tb = Iνc2/(2kν2). Consider photons travelling from a radio source, with
brightness temperature TR, through a gas cloud with uniform excitation tem-
perature Tex. The optical depth τν =

∫
ανds along the line-of-sight (LOS) gives

the absorption by the medium. The solution of the RT equation in this limit is
given as (e.g., Rybicki & Lightman 2008),

Tb = Tex(1− e−τν )+TR(ν)e−τν . (3.2)

In the case of 21-cm signal, the gas cloud is the neutral hydrogen in the
IGM with CMB as the background continuum radiation. Therefore, the TS is
the excitation temperature for the spin-flip transition of the neutral hydrogen.
The radio telescopes observe the signal as an offset from the background radia-
tion. The observed quantity is known as the differential brightness temperature
δTb (≡ Tb−TCMB). The equation for δTb is given as follows (e.g., Furlanetto
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Figure 3.2: The evolution of the brightness temperature over the history of the
Universe (taken from Pritchard & Loeb 2012). The upper panel shows a slice
through the light-cone of the 21-cm signal. The lower panel gives the evolution
of the brightness temperature δTb.

et al. 2006; Mellema et al. 2013),

δTb =
Tb−TCMB

1+ z
=

Ts−TCMB

1+ z
(1− e−τν )≈ Ts−TCMB

1+ z
τν (3.3)

≈ 27xHI(1+δ )

(
1+ z
10

) 1
2
(

1− TCMB(z)
Ts

)
(

Ωb

0.044
h

0.7

)(
Ωm

0.27

)− 1
2
(

1−Yp

1−0.248

)
(3.4)

where xHI and δ are the fraction of neutral hydrogen and the density fluctuation
of the Universe respectively. TCMB(z) is the CMB temperature at the redshift
z and Yp is the primordial helium abundance. The baryon and matter density
parameters (Ωb and Ωm) along with the Hubble parameter (100h) are assumed
to be well constrained by the CMB observations (Komatsu et al. 2011; Planck
Collaboration et al. 2018).

If we ignore the cosmological parameters, the δTb depends on the evolu-
tion of xHI, δ and the Ts only. The CMB temperature is known at each redshift
(TCMB = 2.725(1+ z) K). The Ts is given as follows (e.g., Pritchard & Loeb
2008),

T−1
s =

T−1
CMB + xαT−1

α + xcT−1
k

1+ xα + xc
(3.5)

where Tα and Tk are the colour temperature of Lyman-α photons and kinetic
temperature respectively. The xα and xc are the Lyman-α coupling and colli-
sional coupling coefficients respectively.
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Figure 3.2 shows the evolution of the brightness temperature. Equation 3.5
suggests that the expected brightness temperature depends on the coupling of
Ts, Tk and TCMB. Below we list various epochs of the Universe based on the
temperature coupling and impact on the observable signal:

• After the epoch of recombination, the hydrogen gas was thermally cou-
pled to CMB due to Compton scattering (Pritchard & Furlanetto 2007).
Therefore, there was no detectable 21-cm signal at z & 200.

• Below z ≈ 200, the kinetic gas temperature Tk fell adiabatically with
the expansion of Universe. However, the Universe was still so dense
that Ts followed Tk through collisional coupling until a z ≈ 40. The
spin-flip transitions are induced by collision of two hydrogen atoms, a
hydrogen and an electron or a hydrogen and a proton (Furlanetto et al.
2006). During this epoch in the dark ages, the 21-cm signal was visible
in absorption (e.g. Hirata & Sigurdson 2007; Loeb & Zaldarriaga 2004).

• As the matter number density reduced due to cosmological expansion,
the collisional coupling became ineffective (z . 40) and Ts started to
follow TCMB again by absorbing CMB photons until the formation of
the first sources. We see the brightness temperature approaching zero in
Figure 3.2.

• The first sources emitted both Lyman-α and X-Ray photons. During
this time, the Wouthuysen-Field effect or the Lyman-α coupling be-
came active (Field 1959; Wouthuysen 1952). When hydrogen atoms
absorb Lyman-α photons, their electrons excite from n = 1 to n = 2
state. These electrons de-excite back by emitting Lyman-α photons and
alter the population of the hyperfine ground state. This process couples
Ts to Tk. The Lyman-α photon scattering brought the radiation field and
the gas into local equilibrium. The 21-cm signal was again seen in ab-
sorption as Tk was still cooling adiabatically until the heating began.

• When the Lyman-α coupling was complete, the photons emitted by the
luminous sources heated the gas in the IGM and therefore raised Tk. The
heating process took the Tk above the TCMB along with Ts. Therefore, the
21-cm signal was seen in the emission.

• During reionization, the IGM is supposed to be well heated (Ts�TCMB)1

and therefore the signal was independent of the Ts (Pritchard & Furlan-
etto 2007). The evolution of the signal then depended on the reionization
history (xHI(z)).

1The exact time when heating was complete is still uncertain.
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3.2 21-cm light-cones

Since the 21-cm signal is line emission/absorption, an image from any partic-
ular wavelength/frequency will map the distribution of neutral hydrogen at a
specific redshift. Therefore, images from a range of frequencies can be put
together sequentially to form a tomographic volume. This volume of images
is known as the light-cone (LC). Thus, the LCs are 3D data sets with two spa-
tial directions (angular directions) and one frequency direction. The observed
frequency νobs is

νobs = ν21/(1+ z) (3.6)

where ν21 is the rest frame frequency when the signal originates from a redshift
z. Each frequency slice in the LC corresponds to a different redshift. Therefore,
the 21-cm signal evolves in the LC.

The results from the EoR simulations are coeval. The coeval cubes (CC)
give the values for a particular field, such as density and ionization fraction
fields, at a specific time (or redshift) varying spatially in all three directions.
In order to mimic the observed tomographic data, we have to construct the LC
from the CCs. The method to construct the LC data set from the CCs is given
in Mellema et al. (2006b) and Datta et al. (2012). We repeat the process below
for n coeval cubes from a simulation of size N3 grids. It should be noted that
the coeval cube can be of any field that evolves with redshift, such as xHII, δTb
etc. In order to create the LCs, we follow the steps mentioned below:

1. A list of the redshifts zLC to be present in the final LC is constructed
from the list of redshifts of the CCs (z1,z2, ...,zn). Let there be m=K×n
elements in zLC, where K ≤M.

2. The LC is produced by joining the slices of size N2 corresponding to
each redshift in zLC.

3. In order to get the pth slice of the LC, we first determine the remainder
q of p/N.

4. The qth slice from zi and zi+1 is taken, where zi < zLC(p)< zi+1. The pth

slice for the LC is determined by interpolating (e.g., linear, step, sigmoid
and so on) from these slices.

In Figure 3.3, we show a slice from the 21 cm LC constructed from a
reionization simulation. The box length of the CCs used was 714 comoving
megaparsecs (cMpc) shown in the y-axis. The signal can be seen evolving
along the x-axis, which gives the z. The pixels in the image with no signals
(δTb = 0) represents the ionized regions. We can see that the size of the ionized
regions grow as we move to lower z.
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Figure 3.3: A slice from the 21 cm LC showing the signal evolving over time.
The x-axis and y-axis give the redshift z and the spatial position in comoving
units respectively. The regions in the image with no signal (δTb = 0) are ionized
(Image credit: S. K. Giri).

3.3 Radio interferometry

As the 21-cm signal produced during EoR is redshifted to the low radio band
while reaching us, we need radio telescopes to detect it. Current telescopes,
such as the GMRT1 (e.g. Paciga et al. 2011), LOFAR2 (e.g. Harker et al. 2010)
and the MWA3 (e.g. Lonsdale et al. 2009), have been trying to observe this
signal. However, the signal has not been detected due to various observational
challenges, such as strong foregrounds and ionospheric effects. We expect the
upcoming radio telescopes, such as the SKA4 (e.g. Mellema et al. 2013) and
HERA5 (e.g. Deboer et al. 2015), will be sensitive enough to not only detect the
signal but also produce images. Even though the signal has not been detected
yet, useful upper limits have been derived (e.g. Patil et al. 2017).

The radio part of the electromagnetic spectrum has very long wavelengths
λ . The resolution of a radio telescope is λ/D, where D is the diameter of the
telescope. Therefore, the required diameter of a radio telescope for imaging is
enormous. An interferometer based telescope is an array of smaller telescopes
or antennae that work together to act as a single telescope.

The idea of interferometry goes back to Young’s double slit experiment
in 1801. When a wavefront from a point source passes through two slits, it
forms a interference pattern or fringes on the screen behind the two slits. This
is caused by wave interference, which is the superposition of two (or more)
waves. Each pair of antennae act as slits in the radio telescope. The wavefront

1Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope – www.ncra.tifr.res.in/ncra/gmrt/
2Low Frequency Array – www.lofar.org/
3Murchinson Wide-field Array – www.mwatelescope.org/
4Square Kilometre Array – www.skatelescope.org/
5Hydrogen Epoch of Reionization Array – reionization.org/
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from the distant source is recorded by all these antennae and a interference
pattern is formed digitally.

The observed interference pattern is quantified using the Fourier theorem,
which states that any well-behaved signal can be written as a sum of sinusoids
(e.g., Tolstov 2012). The quantities recorded by the radio telescope are related
to the Fourier components of patterns formed by each antennae pairs (Rohlfs
& Wilson 2013). Therefore the radio telescope can be visualized as looking at
the sky in Fourier space. These recorded quantities are known as the visibility
V (−→v ,ν). The frequency ν defines the observed redshift. The vector −→v (u,v)
gives the information in the spatial (or angular) direction. Here, u and v is the
coordinate system in which the antennae positions are defined. The distance
between each pair of antennae of the telescope can be written in terms of their
(u,v).

The van Cittert-Zernike theorem relates the visibility V (−→v ) (or V (u,v)) at
a particular ν to the intensity I(x,y) in the real space (Zernike 1938; van Cittert
1934). The frequency variable is dropped as the image slice is produced at each
frequency. The relation is given as follows,

I(x,y) =
∫ ∫

V (u,v)e2πi(ux+vy)du dv , (3.7)

V (u,v) =
∫ ∫

I(x,y)e−2πi(ux+vy)dx dy . (3.8)

The equations suggests that the intensity of the observed source is the Fourier
transform of the visibilities.

The distances between antennae decides the observed Fourier mode or the
scale in real space. The recorded angular scale ΘA is given as,

ΘA = λobs/B (3.9)

where λobs is the observed wavelength and B is the distance between the anten-
nae (or baseline). As the earth rotates, the antennae can view and record infor-
mation from different parts of the observed field. The antennae traces a path in
the uv-plane as the earth rotates. These tracks are known as the uv-coverage.
If the tracks do not cover a certain point in the uv-plane, then telescope will
not record information of the corresponding scale.

Figure 3.4 shows how the number of antennae and the observation time af-
fects the information captured. The panels (except the top left-most) presents
the I(x,y) of the constructed from the visibilities recorded by the radio tele-
scope observing a single point source. The source for this test case is shown
in the top left most panel. When it is viewed with 2 antennae for 4 hours, the
information from just one scale is captured. Therefore we cannot see a single
source in the reconstructed I(x,y) (top middle panel). When the number of
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Figure 3.4: The effect of number of antennae and observation time on the re-
constructed I(x,y) map from radio interferometric data. The top left image is
the original point source image. In the reading order (starting from top middle
panel), the reconstructed image from the telescope improves with increase in the
number of antennae and the observation time. The bottom right image is ambi-
tious as the telescope cannot be pointed to the same part of the sky for too long.
However, the observations can be done on multiple days to achieve similar I(x,y)
map (Image credit: S. K. Giri).
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antennae is increased in top right-most and bottom left-most panels, we get in-
formation from more scales. Therefore we start to see a source in the centre of
the map. In the bottom panels of Figure 3.4, we increase the observation time
per day. This increases the uv-coverage, which means multiple scales are ob-
served from more direction. Therefore the reconstructed image becomes more
symmetric which is closer to the real image of the point source.

3.4 Interferometric imaging

In the previous section, we discussed how the interferometer records the vis-
ibilities. We can recover the intensity map (or image) using Equation 3.7. In
case of a continuous field for visibilities, the construction of the image will be
an inverse Fourier transform. However, the visibilities are discrete data points
or (u,v) points. This will affect the reconstructed image. For the discrete (u,v)
points, we use a modified form of Equation 3.7 is,

I(x,y) = ∆u∆v
N

∑
i, j

Vi, je−2πi(uix+v jy) , (3.10)

where ∆u and ∆v are the grid size in the uv plane, which is a scalar field defined
by the V (u,v). The grid sizes (∆u and ∆v) are defined by primary field of view
of the telescope. The sampling of the observed V (u,v) into equally spaced
grids can lead to some loss of information and this will affect the reconstructed
image. A weight function W (u,v) is used while inverting the visibilities into
image to decrease the loss. This function depends on the density of u,v points
in the grid. The most commonly used weight functions are natural, uniform
and Briggs weighting. See Thompson et al. (2001) for detailed description of
these weighting schemes of uv points.

The interferometer is also prone to thermal noise, which gets recorded with
the sky information in the visibilities. The rms of the noise detected is given
as (e.g., Ghara et al. 2017; McQuinn et al. 2006),

∆V N =

√
2kBTsys

εAeff
√

∆νt
, (3.11)

where kB, Tsys, ε and Aeff are the Boltzmann constant, system temperature,
efficiency of the antenna and effective collecting area of the telescope respec-
tively. The ∆ν and t are the frequency resolution and integration time, which
are the observation parameters. We can decrease this noise by observing the
sky for a long time or by decreasing the image resolution.

In Figure 3.5, we show the effect of system noise on the 21-cm signal ob-
servations. The left panel gives a map of the simulated 21-cm signal when the
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Figure 3.5: The left most panel is the image slice of the simulated 21-cm signal
during EoR at the simulation resolution. The middle panel shows the map con-
structed with 1000 h observation with the SKA-Low at the same resolution as the
simulation. The SNR of this data is 0.05. The right most panel gives the image
at a degraded resolution. The SNR increases to value of 1.55 and we can see the
large scale features of the real 21-cm image (Image credit: S. K. Giri).

universe is 50 per cent ionized. After adding the thermal noise correspond-
ing to 1000 h observation with full low frequency band of SKA (SKA-Low)
including baselines up to 40 km, we cannot see any of the features (middle
panel). Since the noise is mostly uncorrelated in the Fourier space, it will go
down faster than the signal when the data is smoothed. Therefore, we reduce
the resolution of the image by convolving it with a filter, such as Gaussian
and top-hat filter, corresponding to a maximum SKA-Low baseline distance
of 2 km. In the right panel, we show a slice from the smoothed image. Even
though the small scale information is lost, we recover the large scale features
quite well.
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4. Image segmentation

Data is a precious thing and will last longer than the
systems themselves.

Tim Berners-Lee

As the SKA is expected to produce images of the 21-cm signal during EoR
(e.g., Mellema et al. 2015), we must develop tools to understand and extract
information from those images. There has been tremendous development in
the field of computer vision, which studies different methods to make comput-
ers understand the images and extract information from them automatically. In
this chapter, we briefly describe the field and review the methods to segment
any image to identify the region of interest (ROI).

4.1 The field of computer vision

Researchers in computer vision have explored a range of methods to iden-
tify meaningful objects in images. This has led to a whole new research field
called image segmentation. The general approach is to partition the image
into disjoint subsets (or segments) and later select the subsets of interest for
further study. The earliest inspiration of image segmentation comes from the
gestalt theory (Wertheimer & Riezler 1944), which describes the relation be-
tween meaningful patterns to the grouping laws such as similarity, proximity
and continuity. A good segmentation algorithm retrieves segments that contain
most information about the image.

Image segmentation is usually seen as a data clustering problem. The pix-
els from the ROI form clusters of closely placed data points in the feature
space. There are various ways to define the feature space, for example a fea-
ture space defined by the difference in pixel intensity as the distance metric.
Classically, there are many algorithms that search for clusters in the data, such
as K-Means (MacQueen et al. 1967), Mean shift (Cheng 1995), DBSCAN 1

(Ester et al. 1996) and BIRCH2 (Zhang et al. 1996). When we provide an im-

1Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise
2Balanced Iterative Reducing and Clustering using Hierarchies
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Figure 4.1: A simple case to show image segmentation. Top left: The test im-
age of a rubik’s cube. The image is an RGB type image, which means that each
pixel in the image is defined by three colour (Red, Blue and Green) intensity val-
ues. Top Right: The histogram of each colour intensity is plotted. The curve for
each colour intensity values can be identified by the colour of that curve. When
the pixels are clustered near an intensity value, it gives bulges in the histogram.
These clusters are defined on a feature space where the difference in pixel inten-
sity is the distance metric. The histogram in the unshaded region corresponds to
the background as the values are closer to zero. Bottom left: We create a binary
image by putting a value of unity in all the pixels in the shaded region of the
histogram and zero’s in rest. The red and blue colour pixels in the binary image
show the unity and zero values respectively. Bottom right: If we consider the
clusters in blue histogram only, then the blue coloured region of the test image is
identified. The identified blue region is marked with yellow coloured boundary
(Image credit: S. K. Giri).
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age as the input to a clustering algorithm, we must decide the feature space
where the information in the image is expected to cluster.

Let us consider a test image that can be segmented using the colour intensi-
ties. We will discuss more advanced methods in Section 4.2. The input image
is an RGB image and is shown in the top-left panel of Fig. 4.1. An RGB image
is a data set of pixels where each pixel has three values (red, green and blue) in
the range 0 to 255. We construct the histogram of each colour intensity values
(I), shown in top-right panel of Fig. 4.1. In this exercise, we are interested in
the coloured features, such as the red, green and blue areas of the image. The
unshaded region in the histogram represents the background colours as pixel
intensities are very low. The shaded region has bulges in all three colours. The
bulges represent the clustered regions in the feature space, which is defined
by the difference in intensity values as the distance metric. We can select the
pixels that are closer to these bulges, which are the pixels in the shaded re-
gion of the histograms. In the bottom-left panel, we show the binary image
with pixels from the shaded region of the histogram as unity (red). Visually,
we can see that the idea has picked up regions of test image in red, blue and
green colours. If we want to segment a more specific area, we can provide
additional conditions. In the bottom-right panel, we segmented the blue colour
feature only by choosing the bulge on the histogram of blue colour only. The
edges of the segmented blue region are shown with a yellow coloured bound-
ary. We should note that the method described here will work perfectly with
an image with ideal red (I(red)=(255,0,0)), green (I(red)=(0,255,0)) or blue
(I(blue)=(0,0,255)) regions. However, the natural images are never ideal and
therefore the segmentation shown in Figure 4.1 is noisy.

4.2 Segmentation methods

In this section, we will discuss more advanced segmentation methods that work
better with realistic images. Various methods have been developed to achieve
the best image segmentation. All these methods can be divided broadly into
three categories based on their approach to segment an image. These categories
are thresholding, discontinuity/edge-based and region-based techniques (e.g.
Glasbey & Horgan 1995).

4.2.1 Thresholding

Threshold-based methods (or thresholding) are the simplest image segmenta-
tion techniques. In this approach, one value, known as the threshold (t), deter-
mines the region of interest. If the intensity values of the pixels are represented
as I(x,y), then the condition for segmenting the image into two regions is as
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follows,

I(x,y)< t . (4.1)

The pixels satisfying the condition are considered as region 1 and the rest are
considered as region 2. In a well understood image, the threshold can be fixed
manually, for example in the case of images from electron microscope. How-
ever, the threshold for images from less well controlled sources cannot be se-
lected manually.

The most commonly used approach is to consider the histogram of the
pixel values of the image for selecting the threshold. We have discussed one
simple example in Section 4.1. In that example, we picked the threshold man-
ually (division into shaded and unshaded parts of the histogram) by looking at
the histogram. In 1979, Nobuyuki Otsu suggested that the threshold is the in-
tensity value that divides the histogram into two classes so that the intra-class
variance is at a minimum (Otsu 1979). Later many modifications have been
proposed idea to achieve better histogram-based thresholding (Sezgin et al.
2004).

In order to identify multiple objects in an image, we need multi-level
thresholding. Liao et al. (2001) presented an extension of the Otsu’s method
for multi-level thresholding. In Paper I, we have used the K-Means algorithm
to determine the threshold from the histogram. K-Means uses the Euclidean
distance as the distance metric. For 1D data, meaning the array of intensity
values from each pixel, K-Means and Otsu’s method are based on the same
idea of minimizing the intra-class variance. However, K-Means can be easily
extended to higher dimensional datasets and multi-level thresholding (Liu &
Yu 2009).

Apart from histograms, there are other approaches to determine the thresh-
old, such as entropy-based, spatial and object-attribute-based methods. See
Sezgin et al. (2004) for details about alternative thresholding algorithms. The
thresholding methods suffer when the images are noisy. For example, the
speckle noise in the image will give spots in the identified ROI. The thermal
noise in the interferometric images are similar to the speckle noise (see Fig-
ure 3.5). Kakiichi et al. (2017) use a threshold to identify HII regions in the
21-cm images and find spots in their identified regions.

4.2.2 Edge-based technique

The edge-based techniques depend on the idea that the values of the pixels at
the boundary of the region of interest change sharply or more mathematically
said, there is a discontinuity at the the boundary. This discontinuity can be
in the intensity values or in their gradient. The edge/boundary in the image
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is determined by convolving the image with a edge filter. These filters are
broadly classified into first-order and second-order filters.

The first-order filters are based on the gradient of the image and are given
as,

∇I(x,y) =
∂ I
∂x

x̂+
∂ I
∂y

ŷ , (4.2)

where I(x,y) is the intensity of the pixel at the position (x,y). This is a direction
dependent quantity. A simple first-order filter is the Robert’s cross operator.
The form of the filter to estimate the gradient along x and y is given as follows,[

−1 0
0 1

]
,

[
0 −1
1 0

]
(4.3)

There are other filters that use 3×3 masks. A few examples of these are Pre-
witt’s operator, the Sobel operator and the Frei-Chen mask.

In second-order filters, the Laplacian operator is used to determine the
‘zero-crossing’ in the image. The zero-crossing is the point where the sign
of the quantity changes. The Laplacian of the intensities is given as,

∇
2I(x,y) =

∂ 2I
∂x2 +

∂ 2I
∂y2 . (4.4)

This is a scalar quantity. Commonly used operators for second-order filters are
the Laplacian-of-Gaussian and Canny edge operator.

Just as the thresholding methods, the edge-based methods suffer in the
presence of noise. A closed and continuous boundary will be difficult to find
in noisy image. Therefore edge-based object identifications are often preceded
by as noise reduction step, such as convolving with a Gaussian filter. How-
ever, the method requires a certain SNR. The interferometric images have to
be degraded to a very coarse resolution for the edge-based methods to work.

4.2.3 Region-based technique

Region-based techniques seek local similarity in the image. The pixels are
grouped in such a way that the group (or segment) contains similar pixels as
defined by some similarity metric. For achieving a region-based segmentation,
there are two approaches, namely the region growth method and region split-
and-merge method.

In the region growth method, a local pixel is selected and the region is
grown around it until it hits a dissimilar pixel (Adams & Bischof 1994; Lin
et al. 2000). The final region is the resulting segment. The local pixels for
growing the regions are known as seed points. The seed points are user de-
fined based on some rough segmentation using the simpler methods such as
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thresholding or edge-based methods. This approach is sensitive to the choice
of seed points.

In the region split-and-merge method, we start by splitting the whole image
into smaller segments based on a chosen similarity criterion (e.g. Wu 1993).
Later, these region are merged together to recover the region of interest. One
example of the region split-and-merge method is to split the image into quad-
rants. Quadrants which are similar to their neighbours are merged together and
the ones which do not satisfy are split further into quadrants. This process is
continued until all the four quadrants are similar or we reach the single pixel
level. However, the method will be computationally expensive for 3D data
sets. We will discuss a more advanced region based method in Section 4.4.

4.3 Use on 3D images

All the objects in the Universe are three dimensional (3D). The 2D images are
the projections of these 3D objects recorded by the camera. A 3D image of
an object can be recorded by joining the 2D images or slices of cross-sections
of the object. The 3D data sets in astronomy usually have the frequency of
observation as the third dimension. The 21-cm light-cone (LC) data set is such
a 3D data set (see Section 3.2). The image segmentation methods have to be
applied carefully to recover the proper 3D object of interest from this data set.

The images used in the field of computer vision are 2D images. This means
that the intensity values vary spatially in two dimensions only. The coloured
2D images are sometimes referred to as 5D data sets because they contain three
intensity values (red, green and blue) for each pixel. Using this language, the
21-cm LC data set is a 4D data set where one dimension is the intensity value.
The introduction of the extra dimensions changes the distance metric in the
feature space where we search for clusters of data points. The number of dis-
tances calculated increases when the spatial dimension increases. Therefore a
higher spatial dimensionality of the feature space makes the algorithm compu-
tationally more expensive. Bellman (2003) called this phenomena the ‘Curse
of dimensionality’ while studying dynamic programming.

The most commonly used distance metric is the Euclidean distance dE.
The dE between two points p and q in N-dimensional data is given as,

d2
E =

N

∑
i=1

(pi−qi)
2 (4.5)

where pi and qi are the values of points p and q along the ith dimension. The
increase in dimensions not only increases the number of operations in equa-
tion 4.5 but also increases the number of neighbours a point has. See Yang &
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Figure 4.2: The oversegmented image is taken from Achanta et al. (2012). The
three region shows the image with different sizes of the superpixels. The super-
pixels with smaller sizes can probe more intricate features.

Jin (2006) and Liu et al. (2015) for more discussion on how distance calcula-
tions scale with dimensionality.

4.4 Superpixels

In this section, we discuss an advanced region based method for identifying
our region of interest (ROI) in 3D images. This advanced method segments an
image using a local similarity condition. The local similarity condition groups
similar connected pixels together, which are known as superpixels. In this
process of constructing superpixels, we divide an image into segments which
are smaller than the object of interest. As a result the object of interest would
thus be contained in several segments. Therefore the process of constructing
superpixels is also known as over-segmentation.

The goal of over-segmentation is to split the image in such a way that the
object boundaries coincide with superpixel boundaries. The object boundaries
can be recovered in the process of stitching the superpixels. The stitching pro-
cess uses a criterion specific to the ROI. Image segmentation using superpixels
is based on the idea of the region split-and-merge method. We ‘split’ the image
in the over-segmentation step and ‘merge’ in the stitching step.

Figure 4.2 shows the over-segmentation of an image. The size of the super-
pixels determine which features can be identified in the image. If we focus on
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the tree in the image, we see that smaller superpixels are required to identify
the branches whereas larger superpixels can identify the trunk, which is larger
than the branches. Once the over-segmentation of the image is finished, the
object can be recovered by mosaicking the superpixels using the property cor-
responding to the object. In this example, the sky can be recovered by stitching
all the superpixels that are blue in colour.

Some examples of algorithms to perform over-segmentation of an image
are normalized-cuts (Shi & Malik 2000), quickshift (Vedaldi & Soatto 2008),
Turbopixels (Levinshtein et al. 2009) and watershed (Vincent & Soille 1991).
For 21-cm dataset, we have used the state-of-art method known as the Simple
Linear Iterative Clustering (SLIC; Achanta et al. 2012). SLIC is based on the
K-Means method and scales well with dimension. Achanta et al. (2012) have
shown that SLIC is faster and more efficient compared to other methods.
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5. Physics from observed
statistics

An approximate answer to the right problem is worth a
good deal more than an exact answer to an approximate
problem.

John Tukey

We do not know the exact initial conditions for the observable Universe and
therefore cannot simulate it exactly. However, we can understand the impact
of reioinzation on the statistical properties of the observed 21-cm signal from
the simulations. Once the signal is observed, we can compare those statistical
properties to those from simulations. In this chapter, we discuss few statistical
measures that can be constructed from the observations of the 21-cm signal by
current and future generations of radio telescopes.

5.1 Probability distribution function

Mathematically, the probability distribution function (PDF) is defined as the
function of a random variable X that gives the likelihood of a value for X . The
probability of X lying between two real values a and b is given as,

Pr(a < X < b) =
∫ b

a
PX(t)dt , (5.1)

where PX is the PDF of the random variable X .
In our study, we deal with discrete random variables. The PDF is con-

structed by binning the range of values (e.g., the pixel amplitudes in a map of
the 21-cm signal) and then counting the number of points falling in each bin.
The discrete PDF can be defined using Dirac’s delta function δD. If there are n
unique discrete values for all the points in the data set, then the PDF is defined
as follows,

P(x) =
n

∑
i=0

pi δD(x− ti) , (5.2)

where pi gives the probability of each of the discrete values ti. The above
equation is equivalent to counting the number of points in each bin and dividing
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this by the total number of points. In order to reconstruct the intrinsic PDF
from the discrete points optimally, we have to choose the bins properly. There
exist various non-parametric methods to estimate the optimal number of bins,
such as Scott (Scott 1979), Freedman-Diaconis (Freedman & Diaconis 1981)
and Knuth (Knuth 2006) rules.

In the high spin temperature limit (TS� TCMB; see Equation 3.3), the ob-
served 21-cm signal from a particular redshift depends only on the density
fluctuations of the Universe and the neutral fraction xHI. Iliev et al. (2006b)
show that the PDF of the neutral fraction is bimodal. During the initial stages,
when the Universe is mostly neutral, the PDF peaks at xHI=1. As reionization
progresses, another peak forms at xHI=0. This behaviour is imprinted on the
PDF constructed from the 21-cm signal (hereafter 21-cm PDF). Initially, the
21-cm PDF shows a nearly Gaussian distribution corresponding to the density
fluctuation field. With progress of reionization, an extra peak develops at the
absolute signal value of zero.

Ichikawa et al. (2010) showed that the PDF of the 21-cm signal can be
a useful tool to study the evolution of the signal as reionization progresses.
The 21-cm PDF has a bimodal distribution, which gives a clear indication
of non-Gaussianity of the signal. However, the 21-cm PDF derived from a
realistic radio telescope observation will suffer from noise. We have studied
the effect of noise on 21-cm PDF in Paper II. There we have assumed the high
spin temperature limit for the signal produced during reionization. We refer
the readers to Watkinson & Pritchard (2015b) for description of the nature of
21-cm PDF when Ts is comparable to TCMB.

5.2 Power spectrum

An interesting property to study for any field f (x) (or signal) is the distribu-
tion of fluctuations over various scales (or frequency). This can be obtained
through Fourier analysis of the field, which is the decomposition of a field into
oscillating components. Taking the Fourier transform of f (x), we decompose
the field into frequency (or scales if the vector x is a spatial coordinate). In
this section, we will define a first-order statistic, known as the power spec-
trum (PS), which probes the linear interactions in a statistical process. The PS
completely describes a Gaussian process (e.g. Peebles 1993).

The PS, P(k), of a field f (x)is defined as the inner product of the signal
with its complex conjugate in Fourier space. It is given as,

〈F(k)F?(k′)〉= (2π)3
δD(k−k′)P(k) , (5.3)

where F(k) is the Fourier transform of f (x) and δD is the three dimensional
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Dirac’s delta function. We should note that k is a 3D vector, called the wavevec-
tor, given as

k = kxx̂+ kyŷ+ kzẑ

= 2π

(
x̂
x
+

ŷ
y
+

ẑ
z

)
. (5.4)

where x, y and z are the lengths and kx, ky and kz are the wave numbers in each
direction. The x̂, ŷ and ẑ are the unit vectors along each axis of the Cartesian
coordinate system. In order to study the information contained in the 21-cm
signal, we are interested in constructing the PS of the observed brightness tem-
perature δTb, which is called the 21-cm PS. Equation 5.3 gives the 21-cm PS
varying in three directions independently.

The information in the 21-cm PS calculated from our data using Equa-
tion 5.3 will be noisy due to limitations posed by information theory (e.g. Kol-
mogorov 1968; MacKay 2003; Shannon 1948). Note that we are ignoring the
physical noise, such as the thermal noise and foreground contamination, in the
signal. In order to reduce the noise in the information contained in the P(k),
we re-sample it to more coarsely sampled wave numbers. In the following sec-
tions, we discuss two commonly used formalisms to re-sample the 21-cm PS
and study the EoR.

5.2.1 Spherically-averaged (or 1D) power spectrum

For constructing the spherically-averaged 21-cm PS (P21), we assume the sig-
nal to be isotropic. Therefore we average the values of P(k) inside spherical
shells in the k-space (see the left panel of Figure 5.1). Each spherical shell can
be defined with the radius k(=

√
k2

x + k2
y + k2

z ) and the width ∆k of the shell.
The value of ∆k is determined by the coarse binning used. In most cases, it is
more convenient to scale the PS with the k-space volume to define the dimen-
sionless PS (e.g. Peacock 1999) given as,

∆
2
21(k)≡

k3

2π2 P21(k) . (5.5)

The ∆2
21 (or P21) is a useful statistical measure as it encodes information

about the evolution of the neutral fraction xHI, the density fluctuations δ and
spin temperature TS of the hydrogen gas in the Universe. The evolution of
∆2

21 due to the reionization process has been studied both analytically and with
simulations (e.g., Barkana 2009; Furlanetto et al. 2004). We can assume that
the TS is much greater than the TCMB when reionization begins (e.g. Pritchard &
Furlanetto 2007; Zaldarriaga et al. 2004), which is known as the spin saturation
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Figure 5.1: A k bin for 1D and 2D power spectra is illustrated in the left and
right panel respectively (Image credit: S. K. Giri).

Figure 5.2: The evolution of the spherically-averaged power spectrum during
reionization (assuming TS� TCMB taken from Lidz et al. (2008). The progress of
reionization is marked with the mean ionization fraction 〈xi〉 given in the legend.
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limit. However, the exact time when this saturation occurred is still uncertain.
The ∆2

21 has also been studied for cases without spin saturation to constrain the
X-ray source properties (e.g. Ross et al. 2017).

The ∆2
21 closely follows the PS of the density fluctuations (approximate

power-law) in the early stages of reionization. When ionized regions start to
grow, ∆2

21 starts to deviate from the density PS. In Figure 5.2, we see that
reionization process changes the shape and slope of the ∆2

21 until late times.
After a substantial volume of the Universe has re-ionized (mean ionization
fraction 〈xi〉 ≈ 0.71), the shape of the ∆2

21 remains approximately the same.
The 21-cm signal during the late times is dominated by large ionized regions,
which suppress the small scale density fluctuations. Therefore the ∆2

21 for the
end of reionization just scales with the mean neutral fraction of the Universe.
We study the 21-cm signal during late times in more detail in Paper V.

5.2.2 Cylindrical (or 2D) power spectrum

The observed 3D 21-cm signal will not be isotropic in all directions as the
signal evolves along the frequency axis (see Section 3.2). We can construct the
cylindrical PS that will depend on two variables defining fluctuations along the
line-of-sight (LOS) (k‖) and in the plane of the sky (k⊥). Considering the kz to
lie along the frequency (or LOS) direction of the 21-cm observations, k‖ and
k⊥ are defined as:

k‖ = kz (5.6)

k⊥ =
√

k2
x + k2

y . (5.7)

The value of the cylindrical PS, P(k‖,k⊥), is given by averaging the P(k) val-
ues inside a cylindrical shell defined by its radius k⊥ and height k‖ (see the
right panel of Figure 5.1). The ∆k‖ and ∆k⊥ are the coarse binning of scales
along k‖ and k⊥ direction.

The P(k‖,k⊥) is a very useful statistic to study the LOS effects, such as
the redshift space distortions (e.g. Jensen et al. 2016). We will discuss the
LOS effects in more detail in Chapter 6. The observational limitations of the
radio telescope, such as the horizon and foreground contamination leave an
imprint on the cylindrical PS. Figure 5.3 shows the regions of the cylindrical
PS which are sensitive to different processes. The bright and spectrally smooth
astrophysical foregrounds are called intrinsic foregrounds. They dominate the
low k‖ for all values of k⊥. The instrument chromaticity mixes the intrinsic
foreground modes up into a region known as the foreground wedge (e.g. Liu
& Tegmark 2011). The EoR window is expected to be the most sensitive and
foreground-free region in the cylindrical power spectrum.
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Figure 5.3: A schematic plot showing different regions of the cylindrical power
spectrum, taken from Barry et al. (2016).

Detecting the 21-cm signal from EoR is complicated due to the presence
of astrophysical foreground sources such as diffuse Galactic synchrotron (Jelic
et al. 2008; Santos et al. 2005). Foreground mitigation is one of the most chal-
lenging issues for detecting EoR with the 21-cm signal. One of the foreground
mitigation techniques, known as foreground avoidance, proposes to only con-
sider the Fourier modes in the EoR window (shown in Figure 5.3) of the cylin-
drical PS when studying the EoR (e.g. Datta et al. 2010; Pober et al. 2014).
For further reading about the various foreground mitigation methods, see Liu
et al. (2014a,b) and Chapman et al. (2015).

5.3 Higher-order statistics

The PS provides a complete statistical description of the 21-cm signal if the
signal is Gaussian. However, as ionized regions form and grow, the signal be-
comes non-Gaussian (e.g., Mondal et al. 2015). Therefore we want to study
the higher-order statistics of the 21-cm signal. The higher-order statistics con-
structed from the Fourier transform F(k) of the field f (x) probe the non-linear
interactions in the field. In the following sections, we describe two higher-
order statistics, namely the bispectrum and the trispectrum.
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Figure 5.4: An illustration of the triangle configurations of the wave vectors (k1,
k2, k3) in k space used to construct the bispectrum. The bispectrum is calculated
by multiplying the amplitudes of the Fourier components defined by three wave
vectors in a closed triangle configuration shown in top left panel. Few special
triangle configurations, namely the equilateral, squeezed and flattened triangle
configurations, are illustrated in top right, bottom left and bottom right panels
respectively (Image credit: S. K. Giri).

5.3.1 Bispectrum

The simplest of the higher-order statistics is the bispectrum. The bispectrum
B(k1,k2,k3), which is a function of three wavevectors, is given as

〈F(k1)F(k2)F(k3)〉 ∝ (2π)3
δD(k1 +k2 +k3)B(k1,k2,k3) . (5.8)

The three wavevectors (k1, k2 and k3) should form a closed triangle (k1 +
k2+k3 = 0, see the top left panel of Figure 5.4). After applying this boundary
condition, the bispectrum depends on two variables. The calculation of the
bispectrum of the 21-cm signal is computationally quite expensive. This is
due to presence of many possible triangle configurations and the fact that the
21-cm signal is a 3D data set. Watkinson et al. (2017) have proposed a fast
algorithm to calculate the bispectrum of the 21-cm signal.

The 21-cm bispectrum is not only difficult to calculate but also challenging
to interpret. Depending on the triangle configuration of the input wave vectors,
the bispectrum probes different types of information in the data. In Figure 5.4,
we show three special triangle configurations, namely the equilateral, squeezed
and flattened configurations. With the sign of the bispectrum constructed from
the equilateral (|k1| = |k2| = k3| = k) triangle, we can estimate the concen-
tration of over-dense (positive sign) and under-dense (negative sign) regions
in the signal (or data) at scales defined by the wave number k. The flattened
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(|k1|/2≈ |k2| ≈ k3|) bispectrum probes similar regions as the equilateral bis-
pectrum. However in this case, the regions have to be elongated, such as dense
filaments in density field. See Lewis (2011) for detailed discussion about the
structures probed by the equilateral and flattened bisprectra. The bispectrum
constructed from the squeezed configuration is also known as the squeezed-
limit (|k1| ≈ |k2| � k3|) bispectrum. The squeezed-limit bispectrum studies
how the small-scale fluctuations (defined by |k1| ≈ |k2|) responds to the large-
scale fluctuations (k3) (Chiang 2015). We study prospect of understanding the
reionization process with the squeezed-limit bispectrum in Paper IV.

Majumdar et al. (2018) studied how the non-Gaussianity in the 21-cm sig-
nal depends on the fluctuations in the HI and δ fields using the bispectra con-
structed with various triangle configuration. They found that the sign of the
bispectra at a particular period is a useful metric to distinguish between the
two sources of non-Gaussianity. Shimabukuro et al. (2016) have studied the
21-cm bispectrum for the equilateral triangle configuration. They showed that
various astrophysical effects such as the Wouthuysen-Field effect, X-ray heat-
ing and reionization can leave their imprint on the higher-orders. In Paper III,
we study the 21 cm bispectrum constructed from fully-numerical simulations
of X-ray heating.

5.3.2 Trispectrum

The next higher-order statistic is the trispectrum, which is defined by a closed
configuration of four wave vectors (k1 + k2 + k3 + k4 = 0). We can modify
Equation 5.8 to formulate the trispectrum T:

〈F(k1)F(k2)F(k3)F(k4)〉 ∝ δD(k1 +k2 +k3 +k4)T(k1,k2,k3,k4) . (5.9)

In order to calculate the trispectrum, we need to consider an even larger num-
ber of wave vector configurations. Therefore the trispectrum will be even more
computationally expensive and difficult to interpret compared to the bispec-
trum.

In the thesis, we propose other metrics to characterize the non-Gaussian
information without using the higher-order statistics. The following sections
in this chapter will discuss these alternative metrics to study the 21-cm signal.

5.4 Size distribution

Ionizing sources emit photons in many directions. Due to this emission, vol-
umes of ionized regions are formed that are known as ionized bubbles. As time
progresses, new sources create new bubbles and old sources increase the size of
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Figure 5.5: The slices from reionization simulations showing the ionized bub-
bles in ionization fraction xHII (left panels) and 21-cm brightness temperature
δTb (right panels) fields. The sizes of the ionized bubbles grow as reionization
progresses. The top and bottom panels represent the simulated universe at mean
ionization fraction (x̂HII) of 0.3 and 0.6 respectively. The white regions in the xHII
maps are the ionized bubbles. The colour bar in the right gives the intensity of
the pixels in the δTb maps (Image credit: S. K. Giri).

the bubbles around them. The statistical study of the sizes of the ionized bub-
bles, known as the bubble size distribution (BSD), can therefore give us infor-
mation about the progress of reionization. The more efficient sources, such as
the AGNs, will form larger HII regions whereas the less efficient sources, such
as the galaxies, will form smaller ionized bubbles. The reionization caused
by a few efficient sources can be achieved with larger number of less efficient
sources. Both of these cases will give different BSDs (e.g. Dixon et al. 2016).
Therefore the BSDs can also inform us about the ionization efficiency of the
sources.

The growth of these ionized bubbles during reionization has been modelled
in previous papers (e.g., Furlanetto et al. 2004; Zahn et al. 2007). The physical
interpretation of the BSDs is simple and straightforward. The top-left and
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bottom-left panels of Figure 5.5 show the distribution of ionized bubbles (white
regions) at two different times (mean ionization of 30% and 60% respectively).
The observable 21-cm signal, which is the differential brightness temperature
(δTb; Equation 3.3), at the corresponding epochs are shown in the right panels.
We will call such images, 21-cm maps. The regions with no signal in the
21-cm maps correspond to the ionized bubbles.

The determination of the BSDs from the 21-cm data is a two step process.
Firstly, the ionized regions have to be identified in the 21-cm maps. In Chap-
ter 4, we have discussed various methods from the field of computer vision to
identify structures in images. Paper II implements a powerful tool, known as
the superpixels method, to identify structures in 21-cm maps (see Section 4.4).
Secondly, we need an algorithm to determine the sizes of the identified ionized
bubbles.

The distribution of HII regions is quite complicated. They are not compact,
isolated regions (see for example the white regions in left panels of Figure 5.5).
Therefore defining the size of the ionized bubbles from the data is non-trivial.
There exist various methods in the literature. In the left-most panel of Fig-
ure 5.6, a slice is shown with the ionized bubbles in white. We can define
the size of the ionized bubbles as the volume of the whole connected region.
The middle panel shows the connected regions using different colours. The
field of data mining defines the problem as finding clusters with connected
components. The Hoshen–Kopelman algorithm is an efficient algorithm to la-
bel connected components (Hoshen & Kopelman 1976). Iliev et al. (2006a)
used similar algorithm to define the sizes of the ionized regions. The method
is sometimes also called the friends-of-friends (FOF) method (e.g. Friedrich
et al. 2011).

Another way to define the size is to find the radius of the largest possible
sphere that can fit into an ionized region. Some such spheres (orange circles)
are shown in the right-most panel of Figure 5.6. Note that the data is 3D and
we only show a slice of the 3D data in Figure 5.6. However, the centres of the
spheres are not defined. Zahn et al. (2007) devised a method, which we call
the spherical average (SPA) method, in which spheres are grown around every
ionized pixel. The radius of the a sphere is increased until a predefined fraction
of it falls outside the ionized region at which point the radius of the sphere is
recorded.

A third method was introduced by Mesinger & Furlanetto (2007). They
proposed to record the length the ray shot from a selected ionized pixel in
random direction until the ray hits the boundary of the ionized region. We
call this algorithm as the Mean Free path (MFP) method. If the process is
repeated for a large enough number of randomly selected ionized points, then
the recorded radii give an estimate of the size distribution. For both the SPA
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Figure 5.6: The white regions in the left panel are the ionized regions. In the
middle panel, each of the connected region is given a unique colour. In the right
panel, the size is defined as the size of the largest sphere that can fit into a region.
Few of the spheres are shown in orange colour (Image credit: S. K. Giri).

and MFP methods, the BSDs are constructed from the list of recorded radii by
plotting the normalized histogram.

The BSDs evolve from smaller to larger sizes as reionization progresses
(e.g. Friedrich et al. 2011; Zahn et al. 2007). However, the BSDs become
less sensitive to the evolution of reionization after a substantial volume of the
Universe has reionized. At late times it therefore makes more sense to follow
the evolution of the remaining neutral regions, which is what we explore in
Paper V. The neutral regions appear as isolated islands which shrinks due to
the ionizing photons coming from all directions (e.g. Xu et al. 2013). Therefore
the size distribution of the neutral regions is called the island size distribution
(ISDs). We can use the techniques used for ionized regions to identify the
neutral regions and construct the ISDs.

5.5 Topological measures

The topology of a field are the properties which are preserved under deforma-
tions, such as stretching, twisting and bending. Friedrich et al. (2011) studied
the topology of the ionized bubbles from reionization simulations and found it
useful to understand the ionizing sources. Once we have identified the struc-
tures, such as ionized and neutral regions, in the 21-cm maps, we can study
their topology. In this section, we describe few useful topological measures.
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Figure 5.7: The Euler characteristics χ calculated for a few simple structures
(Image credit: S. K. Giri).

5.5.1 Euler characteristic

The Euler characteristic χ is a topological invariant, which for a 3D manifold
is defined as follows,

χ =C−T +V , (5.10)

where C, T and V are the number of components, tunnels and voids respec-
tively. An isolated connected structure is known as a component. A solid
sphere (top-left panel of Figure 5.7) is a single component. Tunnels are the
holes penetrating the components. The number of tunnels in a torus (bottom-
left panel of Figure 5.7) and a double torus (bottom-right panel of Figure 5.7)
is one and two respectively. A void is an empty space completely enclosed in
a component. A hollow sphere (top-left panel of Figure 5.7) are a single void.

The χ of a manifold (M) can also be visualized using the Gauss–Bonnet
theorem: ∫

M
κ1κ2dS = 2πχ(M) , (5.11)

where κ1 and κ2 are the principal curvatures of the surface of our M. The χ is
the surface integration of the Gaussian curvature over the manifold.

The χ has been found to be a useful tool to study the morphology of the
Universe during reionization (e.g. Friedrich et al. 2011; Gleser et al. 2006).
Yoshiura et al. (2016) constructed the χ from the 21-cm maps by varying
the threshold (see Section 4.2.1) and studied how the signal dependent on the
density, HI and the spin temperature field during various EoR phases. Lee
et al. (2008) used the genus (closely related to χ) to distinguish between vari-
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Figure 5.8: An example process defined on a 5x5 grid. At each time step, the
process randomly selects a grid cell and fill it. The left, middle and right panels
show the three instances of the process, which are at early, middle and late times
respectively. In the right panel, we see the percolation cluster in blue that spans
from the top to the bottom edge of the field (Image credit: S. K. Giri).

ous phases of reionization, such as the pre-reionization, pre-overlap and post-
overlap of the ionized bubbles.

5.5.2 Percolation curve and critical exponents

Percolation theory describes the behaviour of connected clusters in any scalar
field. The theory states that during a phase transition process there is a time
when the so-called percolation cluster forms. The percolation cluster, P∞, is an
infinitely connected cluster, which means that the cluster spans from one end
to the other of any one edge of a periodic data set. Furlanetto & Oh (2016)
studied the percolation of ionized regions in their reionization simulations.

In order to illustrate percolation theory, we consider a simple process de-
fined on a 2D scalar field of 5x5 grid. We show the 2D scalar field in Figure 5.8.
Our example process selects a grid cell randomly from the scalar field and fills
it. Time is defined as the fraction p of the total number of grid cells filled by
the process. We take the 4-connectivity (two cells are connected when they
share a common edge) to define find clusters in the field. In the beginning, the
filled cells will be scattered over the field (left panel). As the process proceeds,
clusters form and grow in various parts (middle panels). At a certain time pc

(percolation threshold), the scattered clusters join together to form the percola-
tion cluster. In the right panel of Figure 5.8, the percolation cluster has formed
as the cluster stretches from the top to the bottom edge of the field. After the
percolation threshold (p > pc), the number of clusters falls exponentially as
the percolation cluster engulfs the smaller clusters.

Percolation theory suggests that the percolation threshold pc of a particular
percolative process is universal. Therefore the probability of finding percola-
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Figure 5.9: A schematic plot probability of finding the percolation cluster in
some percolative process. The filling fraction p defines the progress of the pro-
cess (Image credit: S. K. Giri).

tion cluster, Pr(P∞), is either 0 or 1 depending on the value of p for the process.
The ideal curve giving the value for Pr(P∞) varying over the filling fraction p
in given with a step function in Figure 5.9. However, the finite size of the grid
defining the scalar field and discrete time step make it difficult to model the
process perfectly with percolation theory (Saberi 2015). When we study mul-
tiple instances of our process, we will not get the same value for pc. Taking the
average of all the curves for many instances will produce a smooth function for
Pr(P∞) shown with a dashed line in Figure 5.9.

In order to study any phase transition process from experiments (or simu-
lations) in the framework of percolation theory, we can determine the scaling
exponents which will be universal for the process (e.g. Stauffer 1979). Let
the probability of finding a cell in the percolation cluster be Pinf, which will
depend on the filling fraction p of the phase transition. The value of Pinf will
be zero below the percolation threshold pc. Near the percolation threshold, the
Pinf is given by the following scaling law,

Pinf ∝ |p− pc|β . (5.12)

The scaling exponent β is one of the universal exponents. Another universal
exponent is defined by the number density of the clusters ns of various sizes s
The number density of cluster near the percolation threshold pc is given as

ns ∝ s−τ , (5.13)

with τ as a universal scaling exponent. The average distance between any two
cells belonging to the same cluster is given by a quantity called the correlation
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length ξ (e.g. Christensen 2002). The scaling of the correlation length is also
universal, and is given by

ξ ∝ |p− pc|−ν , (5.14)

where ν is the scaling exponent.
Furlanetto & Oh (2016) find the percolation threshold of the reionization

process to be close to a mean volume filling fraction of 0.10. They also deter-
mined the scaling exponents (β , τ and ν). After we have identified the ionized
and neutral regions from the 21-cm maps, we can study the percolative prop-
erties of either regions. Therefore the percolation curve and the critical expo-
nents can be used to understand the topology of the reionization process with
the observed 21-cm signal. In Paper I and Paper V, we discuss the methods to
study reionization as a percolation process using the 21-cm maps.
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6. Line of sight effects

If the Lord Almighty had consulted me before
embarking on creation thus, I should have recommended
something simpler.

Alfonso X of Castile, paraphrased by Adam Riess

The line-of-sight (LOS) direction of the tomographic data of 21-cm signal,
the light-cone (LC), is special as information, such as the history of reion-
ization and the peculiar velocities of the hydrogen gas, is imprinted in this
direction. Therefore the physical inference drawn from tomographic data will
be biased. The statistical measures (discussed in Chapter 5) constructed from
the observed 21-cm signal will be anisotropic along the LOS (frequency axis).
In this chapter, we discuss various sources of LOS anisotropy.

6.1 Light cone effect

The reionization simulations assume each part of the simulation volume to be
at the same redshift z, which is known as a coeval cube (CC). However in
the observed 21-cm LC, each 2D slice along the angular direction corresponds
to a different z. We want to study the 3D information of reionization and
therefore we cannot use a 2D slice at that z. When we study reionization at
some redshift zc using the LCs, we need data with large band width. This
implies that we have to extract a subvolume from the LC keeping the required
z-slice in the centre. As the subvolume contains slices from various z’s, the
information inferred from the subvolume will not match the information in the
CC at zc. This is known as the light-cone or LC effect. We have described the
construction LC from CCs in Section 3.2.

In order to illustrate the LC effect, let us consider a toy model where the
radii of all the ionized bubbles Rc at a certain time (or zc) are same. A slice
from the coeval cube is shown in the left panel of Figure 6.1. The radii of the
ionized bubbles grow with cosmological expansion (R ∝

1
1+z ). However, the

ionized bubbles seen in the corresponding subvolume taken from the LC will
not have similar sizes. The radius of the bubbles at the slice corresponding to
z will be R = Rc

1+zc
1+z . We see an evolution of the bubble sizes along the z axis
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Figure 6.1: An illustration of the light-cone (LC) effect taken from Datta et al.
(2012). The left panel shows a slice from the coeval cube at a particular redshift
zc. The right panel shows a slice from the subvolume which is centred at z = zc
and spans from z1 to z2.

(right panel of Figure 6.1). We will see a similar evolution of the 21-cm signal
in the subvolume taken from the 21-cm LC.

The impact of LC effect on the spherically-averaged power spectra (see
Section 5.2.1) of the 21-cm signal has been studied extensively (e.g. Datta
et al. 2012, 2014). Following Datta et al. (2012), we can use Taylor expansion
to define the dimensionless power spectrum of the CC, ∆2

CC(k,z), around a
redshift zc as,

∆
2
CC(k,z) = ∆

2
CC(k,zc)+

d∆2
CC

dL

∣∣∣
zc

∆L+
1
2!

d2∆2
CC

dL2

∣∣∣
zc
(∆L)2

+
1
3!

d2∆3
CC

dL3

∣∣∣
zc
(∆L)3 + ... (6.1)

where ∆L is the comoving distance between redshift z and zc. Considering the
comoving distance between the lowest and highest redshift of the subvolume
taken from the LC, we can estimate the dimensionless power spectrum of the
LC ∆2

LC(k,z) as,

∆
2
LC(k,z) =

1
L

∫ L/2

−L/2
∆

2
CC(k,z)dL

= ∆
2
CC(k,zc)+

1
2!

d2∆2
CC

dL2

∣∣∣
zc

L2

12
+ ... . (6.2)

All the odd power terms of the Taylor expansion cancel out. Ignoring the
higher order terms of Equation 6.2, we see that the LC effect has a second-
order effect on the 21-cm power spectra.
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Figure 6.2: A cartoon showing the Kaiser effect taken from Jensen et al. (2013).
For the observer, the dense regions appear even denser and the under-densed
regions appear even more under-densed.

While studying the reionization process using the ∆2(k) constructed from
21-cm observations, we should therefore consider an error due to LC effect.
Using reionization simulations, Datta et al. (2014) found that the error will be
about 10% for the power at k = 0.056,0.15 and 0.41 Mpc−1 if the maximum
bandwidth of the subvolume is 7.5, 11 and 16 MHz respectively. They as-
sumed the spin temperature Ts of the 21-cm signal is saturated (Ts � TCMB).
When the Ts is not saturated, the LC effect has greater impact on the ∆2(k)
(Ghara et al. 2015b). In Paper I, we study the impact of LC effect on the sta-
tistical measures constructed from the 21-cm images, such as the bubble size
distributions (BSDs).

6.2 Redshift space distortion

The 21-cm LC will be affected by the LOS peculiar velocities v‖ of the gas.
The observed frequency νobs of the 21-cm signal is given as,

νobs =
ν21

1+ zobs
=

ν21(1− v‖/c)
1+ z

, (6.3)

where ν21 and c are the frequency of the 21-cm signal and speed of light re-
spectively. The signal is observed at redshift zobs, which is different from the
cosmological redshift z. As the gas collapses into the denser regions, the signal
produced in dense regions will appear amplified in the redshift space where as
the signal from under-dense regions will appear damped. This effect is called
the Kaiser effect (Kaiser 1987). We illustrate the Kaiser effect in Figure 6.2.
There is another source of distortion of the signal in the redshift space, which is
the Alcock–Paczynski effect (see Section 6.3). But we will call the modulation
of the signal due to the Kaiser effect redshift space distortion (RSD).
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Mao et al. (2012) described a number of methods to include the RSD effect
in simulated LCs. In our study, we use a method given by Jensen et al. (2013)
which is a simpler implementation of MM-RR scheme of Mao et al. (2012).
First, each cell δTb,cell of the δTb volume is sub-divided into q sub-cells along
the frequency direction and a value of δTb,cell/q is put into the sub-cells. The
density and the velocity values at those sub-cells are determined by interpola-
tion. This signal is moved using the following equation.

s = r+
1+ zobs

H(zobs)
v‖r̂ (6.4)

where s and r are the new and original position respectively. zobs =
1+z

1−v‖/c is
the redshift at which the original signal from z will be seen. After the signal is
moved, the sub-divided volume is regridded to the original dimension.

We show a visual illustration of the impact of RSD on the simulated 21-cm
signal in Figure 6.3. The intensity of pixels in the 21-cm images is modulated
due to RSD. When we compare the 2D power spectra (see Section 5.2.2) cal-
culated from the 21-cm signal for the real space and for the redshift space, we
see that the RSD produces an anisotropic power spectrum.

The RSD will also have appreciable impact on the observed 21-cm power
spectrum (e.g. Jensen et al. 2013; Majumdar et al. 2015). Barkana & Loeb
(2005) and Bharadwaj & Pandey (2005) studied the anisotropy due to RSD
using polynomial expansion of the 21-cm power spectrum P21 in terms of the
parameter µ (cosine of the angle between the direction in k space and the LOS,
µ ≡ k‖/|k|). Assuming the fluctuations in density, velocity and ionization frac-
tion to be linear, they find that the moments of the polynomial are the power
spectra of the underlying real space fields. Mao et al. (2012) proposed a quasi-
linear model to include non-linear fluctuations in ionization field. The 21-cm
power spectrum in the quasi-linear model can be written as,

P21(k,µ) = Pµ0(k)+Pµ2(k)µ2 +Pµ4(k)µ4 , (6.5)

where

Pµ0(k) = ˆδTb
2
PδHI,δHI , (6.6)

Pµ2(k) = 2 ˆδTb
2
PδHI,δH , (6.7)

Pµ4(k) = ˆδTb
2
PδH,δH . (6.8)

The ˆδTb is the mean brightness temperature and δ f ≡ f− f̄
f̄ denotes the con-

trast of the field f (see for example, the contrast of the matter density field in
Equation 2.8).
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Figure 6.3: Visual illustration of the impact of RSD on the 21-cm signal, taken
from Jensen et al. (2013). The top-left panels gives a slice from a simulated
21-cm image when the universe was 10% ionized. The top-right panel shows
the same slice in the redshift space with the y-axis as the LOS direction. We
can clearly see the modulation of the pixel-intensity in the slice due to RSD. In
the bottom panels, the corresponding 2D power spectra is presented. The RSD
stretches the circularly symmetric 2D power of the real space along the LOS.
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Figure 6.4: Schematic plot showing the AP effect on a structure observed at z.
The true structure is shown in the left panel. When the structure is reconstructed
using a wrong cosmology, we see it to be modified in the right panel (Image
credit: S. K. Giri).

Majumdar et al. (2015) find that the quadruple moment (Pµ4(k)) can be
measured with both current and future radio telescopes and can be used as a
model independent probe of the reionization history. In Figure 5.3, we show
that the fluctuations due to foregrounds lie close to the k‖ axis in a region
called the wedge (e.g. Datta et al. 2010; Dillon et al. 2013). One of the fore-
ground mitigation method is to avoid this foreground wedge. Jensen et al.
(2016) showed that the power spectrum constructed from 21-cm observations
by avoiding the wedge will overestimate the true 21-cm power spectrum due
to the RSD anisotropy. Note that the discussion so far assumes saturated spin
temperature. The impact of RSD on the signal when this saturation is not
reached has also been studied (e.g. Ghara et al. 2015a).

6.3 Alcock–Paczynski effect

As the 21-cm LC is observed in redshift space, we have to convert it to co-
moving distance (assuming a cosmology) to construct our statistical measures
(see Chapter 5). If our assumed cosmology is wrong, then the constructed
statistical measures will deviate from the true measure. Since the transforma-
tions along and perpendicular to the LOS are different, this can introduce an
anisotropy, which is known as the Alcock–Paczynski (AP) effect (Alcock &
Paczyński 1979).

In order to illustrate the AP effect, let us consider the impact on the ob-
servations on a spherical structure (see Figure 6.4). The structure is observed
at some redshift z with r⊥ and r‖ as the diameter observed in the angular and
radial (or redshift) direction. We observe the structure with an angular size of
∆θ and spanning from a frequency of ν to ν +∆ν . The r⊥ and r‖ are given as
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(e.g. Ryden 2016),

r‖ =
1

H(z)
∆ν

ν

c
1+ z

, (6.9)

r⊥ = Dcom(z)∆θ (6.10)

where H(z) and Dcom(z) are the Hubble parameter and the comoving distance.
We need to assume a cosmology for calculating H(z) and Dcom(z). As the
structure is spherical, the ratio r‖

r⊥
should be unity. However, a wrong cosmol-

ogy will make our spherical structure asymmetric (right panel of Figure 6.4).
Assuming the Universe to be isotropic for the observable, the AP effect can

be used as a probe to constrain cosmological parameters (e.g. Anderson et al.
2012; Kirkby et al. 2013; Ramanah et al. 2018). The prospects of constrain-
ing the cosmology with the 21-cm observations have been studied by Barkana
(2006) and Nusser (2005).
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7. Summary of the papers

There is a spooky quality about the ability of
mathematicians to get there ahead of physicists. It’s as if
when Neil Armstrong first landed on the moon he found
in the lunar dust the footsteps of Jules Verne.

Steven Weinberg

This thesis is based on five publications, which focus on different ways of
analysing the 21-cm signal produced during the EoR and understanding the
physics during that era. This final chapter of the thesis summarizes the papers.
The full versions of which are added to the end of the thesis.

7.1 Paper I

Due to the non-Gaussian distribution of the 21-cm signal, a power spectrum
analysis will not provide a complete description of its properties. As upcom-
ing radio telescopes, the SKA, will be sensitive enough to produce images, we
consider an additional statistical measure which could be derived from these
images, namely the bubble size distribution (BSD) of ionized regions (dis-
cussed in Section 5.4).

In this work, we take simulation outputs of a cosmological N-body sim-
ulation, CUBEP3M and reionization simulation, C2-RAY and post-process
them to produce images as they will be observed by the SKA-Low. In order
to construct the BSDs, we need to identify the ionized regions in the these
images. Therefore, we introduce a self-adjusting thresholding method based
on the K-Means algorithm. The K-Means algorithm takes advantage of the
bimodality of the 21-cm PDF (see Section 5.1) by finding the threshold value
that separates the two modes of the PDF.

Once we have identified the ionized regions in the 21-cm images, we
can construct the BSDs using various size determining algorithms. Previ-
ously, three methods have been used to characterise the BSDs in the simu-
lation data of the hydrogen ionization fraction, namely the spherical-average
(SPA), mean-free-path (MFP) and friends-of-friends (FOF) methods. We have
discussed them in Section 5.4. In this paper, we apply all three methods to
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simulated 21-cm images and compare the information contained in the BSDs
constructed from each of the methods. We also consider reionization simu-
lations with various assumptions for the ionizing sources and show that the
BSDs can distinguish between them.

Our simulated data cubes have a higher resolution than what SKA-Low
can observe. Therefore we study the impact of this limited resolution on the
BSDs. The observed 21-cm signal will also be affected by various line-of-sight
(LOS) effects, such as the light-cone (LC) and redshift space distortion (RSD)
effects. For a brief description see Chapter 6. The BSDs are also affected by
the LOS effects. We find that the LC effect depends on the bandwidth of the
data analysed. We can ignore the impact of the LC effect on the BSDs when
the bandwidth is less than 10 MHz.

RSD will distort the sizes along the frequency direction of the data set.
However, the offset in the sizes cannot be resolved by SKA-Low. Therefore
the effect of RSD on the BSDs constructed from 21-cm images at SKA-Low
resolution will be minor.

7.2 Paper II

In Paper I, we did not consider the telescope noise while simulating the SKA-
Low observations. In this work, we propose a formalism to simulate the ther-
mal noise of an interferometer based telescope using given instrument spec-
ifications. See Section 3.3 for a discussion about radio interferometry. We
consider one of the simulations of the 21-cm signal used in Paper I and add the
simulated telescope noise for SKA-Low.

Previous methods to identify the ionized regions, such as constant thresh-
olding (Kakiichi et al. 2017) and PDF-based thresholding (Paper I), struggle
to identify the ionized regions in the presence of noise. In this work, we im-
plemented an image processing technique, known as the superpixels, to iden-
tify the ionized regions. We use a correlation test and compare power spectra
and bubble size distributions of the regions identified by the three methods to
show that the superpixels method works better, especially in the case of noisy
data. We also propose some possible additional applications of the superpixels
method, such as constrains on the ionization history. The absolute value of
the hydrogen ionization fraction at each epoch will be biased but the evolu-
tion of the ionization fraction over time will match the intrinsic one. We also
propose to constrain the ionizing source properties of specific regions with the
superpixels.
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7.3 Paper III

The first luminous sources emitted Lyman-α and X-Ray photons (e.g. Pritchard
& Loeb 2012). Before the ionizing photons started ionizing the Universe,
the Lyman-α photons coupled the spin temperature Ts of 21-cm signal to
the gas temperature Tk of the Universe (Wouthuysen-Field effect) and the X-
Ray photons heated the Universe. This heating process is inhomogeneous
(Pritchard & Furlanetto 2007) and makes the signal non-Gaussian (Watkin-
son & Pritchard 2015a). Here, we analyse the 21-cm signal constructed from
simulations outputs of IGM heating by stellar sources and high-mass X-ray
binaries (HMXBs). We again use the CUBEP3M code for determining the
matter density field and C2-RAY code to simulate the heating process.

In this work, we consider another statistical measure to access the non-
Gaussian information of the 21-cm signal, which is the 21-cm bispectrum
(discussed in Section 5.3). Based on Brillinger & Rosenblatt (1967), we de-
fine a normalised bispectrum which isolates the contribution from the non-
Gaussianity by removing the dependence on the amplitude.

We find a different evolution of the normalised 21-cm bispectrum com-
pared to the 21-cm power spectrum. The evolution of the 21-cm power spec-
trum at any scale shows a turnover at a particular epoch. However, the nor-
malised 21-cm bispectrum shows turnover at different times for different scales,
which corresponds to the typical separation of emission regions. The typical
separation scale reduces as more regions evolve into emission. In the end,
when the separation becomes negligible, the small-scale density fluctuations
inside the heated regions drive the non-Gaussianity.

In order to establish the generic nature of the normalized 21-cm bispec-
trum, we examine metrics constructed from the simulations of IGM heated by
Quasi-stellar objects. We also study the heating process simulated from a dif-
ferent simulation code, namely 21CMFAST and find a similar evolution of the
normalized 21-cm bispectrum. In this work, we also study the detectability of
the bispectrum from future SKA-Low observations.

7.4 Paper IV

Even though the 21 cm bispectrum contains more information compared to
the 21 cm power spectrum, it is computationally expensive (Watkinson et al.
2017) and the physical interpretation is difficult (Majumdar et al. 2018). Chi-
ang et al. (2014) proposed a novel method, known as the position dependent
power spectrum, to probe the squeezed-limit bispectrum (k1 ≈ k2 � k3) and
showed that it is easy to interpret. In this approach, we divide the survey
into subvolumes and compute the correlation between the local power spec-
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trum and the corresponding mean density of the subvolume. The correlation is
equivalent to an integral of the bispectrum in the squeezed limit and describes
how the small-scale power spectrum of tracers, such as galaxies and the 21-cm
signal, respond to a large-scale environment.

In this work, we implement this method to study the non-Gaussian infor-
mation in the 21 cm signal constructed from our reionization simulations. The
ionizing radiation produced by luminous sources travel up to tens of Mega-
parsecs through the intergalactic medium during reionization. Therefore the
process naturally couples large and small scale modes. Using an analytical
model, we find that the position-dependent power spectrum of 21-cm signal
shows a distinctive evolution during EoR. Therefore it is a useful metric to
validate the detection of 21-cm signal from EoR in observations of radio tele-
scopes, such as the SKA. We also use the statistic to distinguish between sim-
ple ‘inside-out’ and ‘outside-in’ models of reionization.

7.5 Paper V

Previous studies of reionization mostly focus on the evolution of the ionized
regions. In Paper I, we presented the prospects of constructing the size distri-
bution of ionized regions from future observations with SKA-Low. However,
the neutral regions also evolve during reionization. In this work, we focus on
the characterisation of neutral regions during the end of reionization.

During the later stages, the Universe will be mostly ionized with small
patches of neutral regions (referred to as islands). The size of the ionized re-
gions will not have any physical meaning due to overlap. However, the sizes of
the neutral islands will roughly follow the sizes of cosmic void for any ‘inside-
out’ reionization scenario. In our simulations, we find that the neutral islands
are always large in size even though they are few in number. The neutral is-
lands will be easy to identify in future observations due to lower noise and
their larger size. In this work, we have studied various aspects of neutral is-
lands such as the size distribution and percolation. We also study the topology
of reionization observed with the 21-cm signal using Euler characteristics.
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Sammanfattning

Uppkomsten av de första starka ljuskällorna i universum, som de tidigaste
stjärnorna och svarta hålen, ledde till jonisering av vätgasen i det intergalaktis-
ka mediet. Denna period, då universum övergick från ett neutralt till ett huvud-
sakligen joniserat tillstånd, kallas för rejoniseringsepoken (på engelska Epoch
of Reionization, förkortat EoR). Avsaknaden av direkta observationer gör EoR
till en av de minst förstådda epokerna i universums historia. Vi kan undersöka
rejoniseringsprocessen genom den 21 cm-signal som uppkommer då neutralt
väte genomgår spinnomställning. Dock har nuvarande radioteleskop ännu inte
nått den nödvändiga känsligheten. Nästa generations radioteleskop, som Squa-
re Kilometre Array (SKA), kommer att bli känsliga nog att inte bara detektera
21 cm-signalen från EoR utan också avbilda vätgasens fördelning i rymden
under denna epok. En serie av dessa bilder i 21 cm-strålning från olika rödför-
skjutningar kallas för en tomografisk bilddatamängd.

Innan SKA blir aktivt är det lämpligt att utveckla metoder för att analysera
de tomografiska bilderna av 21 cm-signalen från EoR. I denna avhandling un-
dersöker vi förutsättningarna att förstå EoR med hjälp av tomografiska bilder.
I artiklarna I, II och V simulerar vi sådana datamängder och undersöker meto-
der för att utvinna och tolka information från dessa bilder. Vi inför en ny teknik
för bildsegmentering, kallad superpixlar, för att identifiera joniserade områden
i bilderna. Vi finner att denna metod fungerar bättre jämfört med tidigare meto-
der för att identifiera joniserade områden. När vi identifierat joniserade områ-
den (eller bubblor) kan vi bestämma fördelningen av bubbelstorlekar (på eng-
elska bubble size distribution, förkortat BSD) med hjälp av olika algoritmer.
Dessa algoritmer bygger på t.ex. fria medelväglängden, sfäriskt medelvärde
eller “vänners vänner” och använder BSD som ett sammanfattande mått på 21
cm-signalen under rejoniseringsepoken. Vi ser att de uppmätta storlekarna på
joniserade områden påverkas av bildernas upplösning. När vi avsiktligt för-
sämrar bildernas upplösning för att stämma med lågfrekvensbandet för SKA
(kallat “SKA-Low”) kan vi inte längre urskilja de små områdena, och de skarpa
strukturerna i de större områdenas utkanter försvinner. Den BSD vi observerar
kommer således att vara en modifierad form av den faktiska BSD. Vilken in-
verkan olika siktlinjeeffekter (som ljuskonseffekten eller skev fördelning som
funktion av rödförskjutning) har på uppskattningen av BSD undersöker vi ock-
så. Under rejoniseringsepoken sena skede är storlekarna som BSD återger inte



lika fysikaliska, eftersom de joniserade områdena överlappar betydligt. I arti-
kel V föreslår vi därför undersökning av de neutrala regionerna (eller öarna)
under sena tider. Vi finner att de neutrala regionerna blir lättare att deteketera
med SKA-Low då de förblir mycket stora till slutet av rejoniseringsepoken.

Tidigare studier har visat att 21 cm-signalen är mycket icke-gaussisk. Där-
för kan effektspektrum inte beskriva signalen fullständigt. I artiklarna III och
IV har vi använt bispektrum (statistik av högre ordning) för att förstå signalen. I
artikel III studerar vi hur 21 cm-signalens icke-gaussiska karaktär uppkommer
när gasen hettas upp av röntgenstrålning. Vi finner att utvecklingen i det nor-
maliserade bispektrum skiljer sig från den i effektspektrum, vilket är använd-
bart för att avlägsna oönskade flertydigheter i modellerna av hur röntgenstrål-
ningen hettar upp gasen. Vi visar även att bispektrum för 21 cm-strålningen
kan byggas upp utifrån observationer med SKA-Low. Artikel IV presenterar
en snabb och enkel metod för att förstå bispektrum i den komprimerade grän-
sen (k1 ≈ k2� k3), känt som det positionsberoende effektspektrum, uppbyggt
från 21 cm-signalen. Det beskriver hur de småskaliga fluktuationerna återger
påverkan från den storskaliga miljön.
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